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WILLIAM P. POLLOCK

NARCHISTS
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BRING NEW
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NewiiapT
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News Service.

Jan. 20. The two notable
(vcntB of the day were the meeting
f the Supreme Council to consider the
uasian situation ami the gala lunch-o- n
to President Wilson at Luxemof the
Thu
burg Palace.
Supreme Council was attended by
President Wilson, Secretary Lansing
mil representatives of the other four
?reat powers. An hour was jriven
ver to hearing M. Noulens, the
French ambassador who has just
from Russia, where he personally witnessed the chances which have
hcen taking place in the government
and conditions there.
What he told the council was not
disclosed, but an authorized statement from M. Noulens sums up his
views thus: "The Bolshevist power
is the enemy of the entente. It is responsible for the Russian defection
from the entente. It furnished Germany with food during the war. It
protested airainst the terms of the GerThese acts show an
man armistice.
uncompromising attitude of hostility
against the entente. Until the regime
falls, a development which I hope the
allies will actively seek to bring
about, Europe will continue to be exposed to the severest risks of agitation and war."
Paris. Germany, Austria, Bulgaria
and Turkey cannot be admitted to the
League of Nations at the present time,
but they should lie allowed to join as
soon as the league is satisfied that
they are einitlcd to be ranked among
the trustworthy nations of the world

I

Weetern

Shortage in Germany.
The food shortage is

pro-- ;
in-- !

Indicted for Treason.
New York. J. Willard Robinson
formerly a stenographer in the ollici
of Jeremiah A. O'Leary, is accuser,
of carrying messages between O'Loarj
and German agents in Midland ir
1017, in an indictment for treason re
turned here by the federal grand jury
Robinson, the indictment states, went
to Rotterdam on an American tan!
steamship in April, 1017, and delivered to Frank Richards, alleged to bi
a German agent, correspondence froir
O'Leary. In June of the same year
it is charged, Robinson arrived hen
with secret correspondence, lhe men-U..
un
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invisible ink, and one from O'Learj
and Ryan asked the German government what assistance it could give th(
fight for freedom for Ireland.
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is without gas and water,

cording to Copenhagen advices. The
deaths of Dr. Karl Liebknecht and
Rosa Luxemburg appear to have made
:
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demonstrations!
to
to
have
and
IMMT1
hv
rtrtii-anil street fighting, it is reported.
Four Spartacan lead- Amsterdam.
wno were arresieu during uie
s
SPARTACANS ARK BEING
cent disorders in opunuau, were ou"v
ARMED IN GERMANY BY
land Killed Dy escorting troops wircu
GOVERNMENT TROOPS.
!thcy tried to escape. The Lokal
of Berlin says it learns the
Service
government has
l'ul"ii
- finally decided not to hold the national
cornnow
is
16.
.kin.
Berlin,
Riga- . i. i,
.
:
German government
n- ssemn v.
,
pletely ,n the, nanus oi me u
I
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station

llv
a, Neugut,

thirty

rcfus. ''Hnan

to convoke the" national assembly Feb- 10.

souliers?
ist persons leaving Riga, report that
the city is burning in several places
and that the Russians and Letts are,
murdering and plundering.
Berlin's long week of Bolshevism
is finally ended. Here antl there, scat-- ;
tered desperadoes, mostly youths, still
occasionally from some housetops
during the night attempts are
made by small bands of the followers
Dr. Karl Liebknecht to revive the
reign of terror. They are insignificant, however, compared with what
has passed.
Property losses during the week of
terror amount to tens of millions of
marks. In addition to the damage to
newspaper plants and government
buildings, merchants' losses through
In some streets
looting are high.
near the police headquarters nearly
every store was systematically looted.
Bolshevist troops holding the
station had so much butter that
they used it to grease their guns and
boots.
The government has no intention of
slackening its efforts against the
Knergetic measures are
Spartacans.
being taken against the leaders of
wUh
l

Berlin.
ducing a vast number of cases of
sanity and various mental disorders ir
Germany, according to a report to the
commissioners of the Third army. Th
report says that Germany needs greal
(juantities of fats to bring its ratior
to a point where it will sustain the
people's health. The death rate of infants is alarmingly high, and the lad
of food is affecting the general health
tuberculosis being particularly prevalent. Owing to the shortage of coal
American army officials have orderec
residents of t'oblenz to cut down theii
consumption of electricity SO per cent
Announcement was made that th
Rhine will shortly be opened for transportation of supplies to the Thin
army through Holland.

NIKiai

E

William P. Pollock of Cheraw, 8. C,
has been sworn In as a member of the
senate from South Carolina. He will
serve until March 4 and will then be
succeeded by N. B. Dial.
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'
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Rhine Must Be Harrier,
Treves. It Is the conviction of Mar- sna Foch that the Rhine must be
ma(je tne barrier betweep Germany
clear-fir- e
an(i franco. He expressed this
news-an- d
y wncn he received American
The marshal
paper correspondents.
is ncre jn connection with the meet-o- f
in(, concerning the extension of the
Marshal focn
r.prmnn armistice.
pointed out the difficulties that had
been overcome and said that peace
must be commensurate with the price
of victory. Germany now was beaten,
he added, but with her resources, especially in men, recuperation in a
comparatively short time was quite
possible.

Arrests German Girls.
Coblenz. Twenty German girls at
Andernach, near here, have been arof Gen- wtih a violation
rested
charged
.
m
.
i
u:j.l:-- .., .u.
era! rersnings
w laiK wiui
arrests have served to emphasize the
determ.nation of the American com- -

nn.m.

f 100.000.000 For Relief.

!:noS!abS

deported to points within the German
lines. The provost guard or military
.
police are certain to r erfere shou Id
an ofheer or soldier attempt to talk
to a woman on the street or in a
cafe.
ei nnn nnn

v t . Worth

Tpvn's.

of
Appropriation
$10(1,(111(1,000 for famine relief in Euwas
ap- outside of Germany,
proved by the House, which passed
tne auminisiraiioii imwuic nuci ho
enactment had been urged anew by
President Wilson as the only effective
of combating the westward
spread of Bolshevism. The bill now
to ne oenate,
ex- passage is planned, ow.ng to the
tsting emergency.

TheMprriman
... nu
u
f
,i,:,.v. i.
rea'dv has acquired an income of $200,-rop- e
000 a vcar through oil wells sunk in
chu-rchag refused $1,000,- 000 for the right to develop wells in
which adjoins the
the graveyard
church. The graveyard is now surrounded bv oil wells and numerous
anies have made the congrega
mem- tiorli whj0h has only twenty-nin- e
fabulous offerg for the burying
around.

Industrial Workers Convicted.
Sacramento, Cal. All the forty-si- x
defendants in the Industrial Workers of the World conspiracy case were
found guilty by a jury in the United
States District Court at Sacramento.
The verdict, "guilty as charged," was
returned after 1 hour and 25 minutes.
Sentence was imposed by United
States Judge Frank H. Rudkin of Spokane.

Armistice Extended.
Paris. The German armistice has
been extended one month by the commissioners who have concluded their
session at Treves. The clause offered
by the allies concerning agricultural
implements, Russian prisoners of war,
naval conditions and the restitution
of material stolen by the Germans
from invaded countries were signed
by the enemy delegates.

Will Visit Battle Ground.
parjs. All arrangements have been
made f ir President Wilson's visits
to the A'merican battlefields and to
some .f the devastated regions of
I'.MI.",.
Northern Franco, but the time has not
been fixed. The visits will depend
in
Elevator
Killed
Cage.
wholly on the procedure of the peace
and the turn of affairs in
Chicago. Policemen and firemen
worked for half an hour with a gas the meetings.
torch in extricating the body of an
8.0(10 Death Warrants.
unidentified woman accidentally
Commissioner Uritz-k- y
caught between the elevator and the
Copenhagen.
steel shaft on the lift on the sevensigned 8,000 death warrants while
teenth floor of a downtown hotel. Part he was a member of the Bolshevik
of the elevator shaft had to be burned government in Russia, according to
away with the torch before the body information from Moscow Saturday.
could be removed. She died shortly Uritzky's successor, Bokli, was disafter being taken to a hospital.
missed for not maintaining this ghastly average.
for
of
election
Returns
the
Paris.
the German National Assembly for
Armistice Extended.
the Third Elec toral District of Baden
Berlin, Thursday, Jan. 16. Under
show the majority Socialists have won
five seats, the Centrist
party five the terms of the prolongation of the
seats, the German Nationalist party armistice, Germany must deliver by
one seat and the German Democratic February 17 some 58,000 agricultural
party three seats. The votes cast machines of various kinds. As a guarwere:
Majority Socialists, 3fi2,!i4S;
antee for ihe fulfillment of the deCentrists. 3i0,f,44; German Nationalists, 78,78fi; German Democrats, 221,-81- mands the entente also reserves the
In the Karlsruhe district the
right to occupy the sector of the formajority Socialists cast 34.887 votes; tress of Strasbourg formed by the forthe Centrists, 14,570; the Nationalists,
tifications on the right bank of the
883, and the German Democrats,
Rhine, together with a atrip of territory from five to ten kilometers ia
front of it.
Kills Whale From Airplane.
Amendment Ratified.
San Diego, Cal. Lieutenant James
McCullough, attached to the army's
Legislatures of thirty-Washington.
aerial gunnery school at Ream field, five
states one less than the
near this city, shot and killed a small
have ratified the
whale with the machine gun of his prohibition constitutional amendment.
airplane off Imperial beach. Several Several state assemblies now in sesof the army airmen saw a whale sion are expected to take action this
ipouting about two miles off shore reek. Ratification was completed this
and made for it Lieutenant McCul- week by the Legislatures of five states
Iowa. Colorado, Oregon, New Hamplough soon swooped down near the shire and
Utah making a total of.
mammal and let loose a stream of bulrwelve in two days. Of the thirty
anilets, with great accuracy, into the
ire states that have taken action,
mals back.
wily fourteen have certified their action to the Federal State Department

War Time Expenditures.
Washington. In response to a resolution, the Food Administration reported to the Senate that its actual
wartime expenditures, according to
incomplete estimates, totaled $6,785,-25of which $2,942,93G was taken
from the President's special funds.
In addition contract obligations of
'
are outstanding.

Cotton Workers Strike.
Bombay. One hundred thousani
cotton niill operatives here are or
strike.
They demand an increasei
war bonus. There has been no sedisturbance
rious
apart from stoni
throwing by
Prince John Dead.
London. Prince John, youngest sor
of King George and Queen Mary, diec
early Sundny morning at Uandring-ham- ,
the country palace of King
George. The king and queen were al
his bedside when the end came. They
had been anxiously attending the bo
for days. The boy prince celebratei
his fourteenth birthday a week agr
Sunday. The prince was possessed of
exuberant spirits. He was the prime
favorite of all classes and the ido!
of the servants and tenants at Windsor. It is sai l that he was the favorite brother of 1'rincess Mary, whe
loved to romp with him. The princi
was born at Siindruigham January 12

Washington.

tes

1.

24,-80- 3.

two-thir-

r,

d

don of roops has been thrown
around the suburb of Moabit. one of
the moa important industrial sections
:.. .:r...,..,r n,.rl,
tr, ,lisrm civilians
and such Spartacan fighters as are:
still at liberty.
A

nanr

3.

Fire at Butte.
Buttte, Mont. Damage estimated
at $1,200,000 was caused by a fire
which swept the sawmill plant and
elevator of the Anaconda Mining
The immense
Companv at Bonner.
yard, containing from 40,000,000 to
50,000.000 feet of lumber and the planing mill, escaped serious damage.
May Return Best Prisoners.
Amsterdam.
Replying to a letter
from Mathias Erzberger, head of the
German armistice delegation, urging
the return of German prisoners of
war and relaxation of trade restrictions between occupied and unoccupied Germany, Marshal Foch, in a
letter, said he intended to recommend
the return of prisoners most deserving sympathy and was prepared to
permit an exchange of food between
occupied and unoccupied Germany to
an extent which would obviate unemployment and consequent disturbances.
Dynamite Railway.
to the
Dispatches
Washington.
State Department says all business
between Lima and Callao, Peru, has
been suspended as a result of the dynamiting of a portion of the Central
Railway during strike disturbances
which began in Lima Monday. The
city lighting system was attacked with
the city, and
resulting darkness thru was
made by
an unsuccessful effort
the strikers to Interfere with the city
is
The
being pawater supply.
city
trolled by both policemen armed. with
rifles and by soldiers.

ii
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QUOTATIONS
Weetern Neuupnper Union rw Bervlc.
1K. V Ell MAHKKT.

Paris, Jan. 18. All is in readiness
for the commencement today of the
Peace Congress. At a meeting attended by President Wilson and other
leaders of the great powers, the delegations which are to sit in the Congress were completed by according
to Belgium and Serbia three delegates
each and two representatives to the
king of the Hedjas, whose forces in
the Holy Land so materially aided
the British in overcoming the Turks.
At a meeting the question of the admission of the press to the conferences was also acted upon. It was
decided that the newspaper men should
be admitted to the meetings of the
full conferences, but that on necessary occasions the deliberations Of
the conference might be held in secret.
Weatern Nrwepaper Union Nlffl Service.
It was determined in reaching this
Basel. Dr. Karl Liebknecht has decision limiting the activities of the
been shot and killed while trying to press thatswhile not underrating the
escape as ne was Deing iBKen vo importance of public opinion, tne proprison. It is also reported that Rosa cess of reaching a favorable solution
Luxembourg, Mr. Liebknecht's chief of the task before the Congress would
lieutenant, was also shot dead after be hindered if discussion of every disbeing beaten into unconsciousness by puted question were to open by a pub-of
lic declaration by each delegation
a crowd at Berlin.
its own national point of view.
It has been tentatively decided that
Washington. Occupoation of Monof the press
tenegro by Serbian troops has re- three ofrepresentatives
the allied and associated powsulted in a revolt by the Montenegrins, each
will be admitted to the conferaccording to an official statement is- ers
sued here at the Montenegrin lega- ence. The conference probably will
tion. Insurgents numbering 20,000 be organized in a manner similar to
huve succeeded in occupying several the American Congress, with secret
delitowns, from which the Serbian forces committee meetings to discuss
were driven. The insurgents, the an- cate questions, with formal open ses-as
executive
sessions,
nouncement said, have sent a delega- sions and with
Kept Up "His" Bravado for Some Time.
tion to King Nicholas at Paris asking in the United States Senate. confera
of
The
peace
Monproceedings
that American troops be sent to
to this country 12 years ago from Hunence are far more analagous to the
tenegro to preserve order.
to those gary. The "wife" is Miss Mary Assede,
than
cabinet
of
a
meetings
will
take
"It
probably
Archangel.
Nobody has ever a cousin of the "husband."
half a million allied soldiers six of a legislature. cabinet
"I always hated men, as (lid Mary
that
meetings
months to crush the present Moscow suggested
public, and if they also, so we both decided to get margovernment and set up a stable au- should be heldtheinwork
of government ried The
so held
ceremony was performed
thority in Russia," President Tchai- were
become impossible. One reaa justice of the peace and we
kovsky of the provisional government would
son why cabinets are held in private by
said in an interview here.
differences may be bought n nice little home In South
"Only by the allies' strong force is in order that
We were living together
St. Louis.becan Russia be saved from almost com- reconciled and agreements reached
InterLeft to our own fore the stage of publicity is begun. very happily until the police
plete destruction.
fered."
weakened resources it would take us The essence of the democratic method
deliberations of a govyears to restore peace and in the is not that the
meantime the Bolsheviki would have ernment are to be conducted in pubthat its conclusions be subdestroyed the personal and state prop- lic, but
to the consideration of a popular S; Interrupts Funeral
erty and, more tragic, the finest brains ject
chamber and to free and open disand men in Russia."
by Wiring "Widow."
cussion on the platform and by the
press.
Voting Power of Nations.
When
Mass.
ijl:
Springfield,
To Organize Churches.
Paris. Thl conference assembled
Charles Tifft, son of the city
to fix the conditions of peace, first
Denver. A concrete movement in
a former broker
in the preliminaries of peace and then Colorado to eliminate denominational ijij treasurer and
of this city, was taken 111 with
in the definite treaty of peace, shall lines among churches was initiated at
influenza at Camp Zachary Tuy-lominisinclude the representatives of the bel- a meeting of about thirty-fiv- e
the man on the hospital cot
ligerent allied and associated powers. ters and laymen from all denominaThe belligerent power with general tions, held in Denver this week. A
next to hi in died. Through some
interests, France, the United States plan was drawn for the establish-v,on- f
mistake the dead man was listed
nf a lnniriie nf churches which
of America, the British empire, Italy
jjj:
as Mr. Tlfft and the body ship-peand Japan, shall take part in all meet it is proposed will be an incorporated
home, following, a telegrnin
ings and commissions, ine Deinger-en- t body representing all denominations,
announcing Mr. Tifft's death,
powers with particular interests, with the power to supervise interdeijij
The family was gathered-a- t Mr.
Belgium, Brazil, the British domin- nominational churches. The plan is ijij
Tifft's home to comfort his sup-S- i
ions and India, China, Cuba, Greece, part of a liberal church movement
posed widow when a telegram
Guatemala, Haiti, Hodjaz, Honduras, which has gained ground in all parts
Liberia, Nicaragua, Panama, Poland, of the country to eliminate the em- i;i: came from the real Mr. TifTt say-i-Portugal, Rumania, Serbia, Siam and phasis placed upon denominational
Ing he was recovering from the
the
republic, shall take control and conserve the force of the
"llu" and was coming home on a
which
at
in
the sittings
ques- ministry for missionary labors,
it vi furlough.
part
tions concerning them are discussed. ;D tV,o nlnn tn Vinve services conducted
The powers in a state of diplomatic which will have nothing of denomi- io nave
rupture with the enemy powers, Bo- nationalism about them anu
livia, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay, the churches in charge of broadmind-e- d GIRL, 14, AND BOY, 8, ELOPE
which
shall take part in the sittings at
men who are in sympathy with the
questions concerning them are dis- movement, so that the organization
After 16 Hours' Absence They Return
cussed. The neutral powers and states will work in perfect harmony.
Home and Decide to Postpone
in process of formation may be heard
Wants Uniform Honored.
either orally or in writing when sumElopement.
inWoskinn-triTn a
moned by the powers with general
order
terests at sittings devoted especially published to the army, Secretary
San Francisco. After a night of adto the examination of questions direct- Baker called upon omcers anu men iu
venture, Louise Kagel, fourteen, and
ly concerning them, but only so far maintain the high regard for the Billy Goodwin, eight years old, are
as these questions are concerned.
established
been
has
which
..nifnrm
safe at their respective homes In
throughout the country. "Thru hearty
after an absence of 10 hours.
offthe
of
and
discipline
Asks $500,000,000.
The children, returning home, excoun
the
the
of
men
and
army,
icers
Another appropriaWashington.
acquired a new respect ior plained that they had come to Snn
tion of $500,000,000 or more will be try has
You men have main- Francisco and had spent the night In
uniform.
the
soon
District
asked of Congress
by
high standards, not only a hotel.
General Hines for the Railroad Ad- tained your conduct
in the camps and
The girl financed the expedition with
ministration's revolving fund, to be by soldierly
in the trenches, but in your $8, which she had taken from home.
used mainly in extending loans to bravery
idnnlll
when on
......I fr.r civilian
railroads to cover the extensive pro- ICKu oraw
it is said, had planned to get a
leave
furlough, and in this you Billy,
gram of improvements and exten- have established a record new io an Job ns newspaper vendor to support
0
sions, for which more than
I confidently expect you to Louise. After a good night's sleep,
probably will be spent this armies.
nlHlnin imnr dtnnrlnrrltt thrnilfrhmit however, they decided to postpone the
year. Most of the $500,000,000 origi- the
days of demobilization, "elopement" until a more favorable
nally appropriated for the revolving when trying
the tendency to inrow on army opportunity.
fund was spent in financing improvewill be
ments or purchase of equipment last discipline and restraints
be
strong.
to
made
are
Loans
generally
BOOTBLACK VICTIM OF ''CON"
year.
at 6 per cent.
Competition From Packers.
New York. Competition by meat Holds Handkerchief Full of Neatl)
May Call General Strike.
who have entered the wholeCut Paper While Two "Friends"
packers
orChicago. A general strike of
sale groceries trade is a problem
Get His $1,600.
4
Edto
next, which must be faced, according
ganized labor to begin July
LaNational
the
vice
of
decided
was
presiBuffalo,
upon by
ward Cumpson
It wns the old, old story
Chlcogo.
bor Congress as a means of obtain- dent of the Wholesale Grocers'
John Somaras, bootblack, held $8,- Thomas
of
J.
convention
trial
annual
for
new
the
at
Mooney
a
ing
and Warren Billings, if federal in- that body in New York. The packers 000, together with $1,000 of his own
tervention and every other means had lounu aimcuny in unrigiug men money. In Lincoln park while two
adopted to procure the desired relief profits down to 9 per cent, he said, "friends" of his went over to get a
fail. The convention authorized the and finding that the marginal profit drink. John waited, and when they
raising of a fund of $1,000,000 to in this industry was extremely close, didn't come back found he had handcarry on a campaign of education and had entered it and now offer formi- kerchief full of neatly cut pnper,
promote the proposed general strike. dable competition.
wrapped In a $10 bill and nothing
more.
Dismiss Charges.
Shipping German Helmets.'
From 60,000 to 70,000
Coblenz.
Washington. The Senate decided
by the
that German helmets, abandoned
Love Cost Her $22.85.
by a vote of fifty to twenty-on- e
nrmv.' nrp heinfr loaded
:.u.lrn..tin
6
O. Single young ladles who
the speech delivered by Senator La eiuiuia-,"7 to
Flnday.
the
for
shipment
Follette of Wisconsin, at St. Paul in on freight cars
meet married young men In FIndlay
as
distributed
be
to
September, 1917, does not justify his United inStates
connection with the next get no sympnthy before the court of
The prizes
expulsion from the Senate.
The shipment conMayor Shoupe. A single young woman
loan
the
campaign.
of
disloyalty preferred by
charges
steel cavalry officers' became familiar with a certain marMmnauih r'nmmiia.iinn nf Puhlir Safe sists of onrt
bright
Pmasinn tru&rd helmets. ried young man and the testimony dety were dismissed and all proceedingsts
all of fancy design and most of them veloped that the wife of the young
in the matter enaea. seventeen
demaiden
and thirty-thre- e
Republicans spiked. These have Deen in great hel- man had discovered the single
hungers. The
voted to dismiss the charges, while mand by souvenir
at a trystlng place.
Ka
hv snecial
aVtinnprl
train and her husband
- - I" I
, 1.
i
hnnln Domncrntii and one Remiblic- - 1I1CIQ ",in
The mnyor fined the single young lady
to va
an, William Alden Smith of Michigan, to a French port for transfer
$22.83 and hung on a suspended
rious outgoing vessels.
roueiie.
voted against
sentence in the Toledo workhouse.
i
Cuts Wood.
French Steamer Sunk.
Girl Bandits Live in Cave.
Amerongen. The immediate cause
Rome. The French steamer Chap-rhas struck a floating mine in the of William Hohenzollern's repeated
N. 3. Since the war
Gloucester,
straits of Messina, sinking in a few chills is, according to authoritative
bandits have become unFive hundred passengers, information, overheating while per- began boy
minutes.
True to feminist .In
fashionable.
mostly Greeks, Serbians and Russians, forming his favorite exercise of sawhave been drowned. Another steamer ing and chopping .wood. The former stinct, three little girls here took the
Three .of them, two
saved 150 of those on board.
boys' place.
emperor was accustomed to this work
aged ten and one aged eight, were
before the war, and when he was infound living in a cave at night under
Police Disburse L W. W.
formed that his walks in the neighwoods called for the services
For weeks they have
residence.
Seattle, Wash. Approximately 600 boring
in nrdpr to TVTvnnnv r.m,
robbed houses at night
systematically
persons, leaving an open air .mass ui fcw his
being pestered by various and hid the booty In their "dungeon."
meeting and starting a parade thru vent,
the ritv' tiiiftinpsK rliRtflct. sinfirin? spectators, ana pernaps aiso molestaserious nature,' William The "bandits" begged for food when'
more
were dispersed by tion of a
"L W. W." songs,
.
,
re
his old pastim" found and were led to a huge turkey
resume
to
decided
twenty mounted ponce omctn.
banquet Instead of police station.

Harrison, widow of
continue to show their heads outside
the capital. The radicals have seized President Harrison, has been doing
all the bourgeoise papers in Dussel-do- work In Washington In connection
and wrecked the central bureaus with the war.
of the Clerical and Democratic parties and burned their campaign lit
erature. The Soldiers and Workmen s WAR
AGAINST SERBS
Council of Dusseldorf ordered schools
of
a
as
closed
and theaters
symbol
mourning for Dr. Karl Liebknecht and SHOT WHILE TRYING TO
The council also
Rosa Luxemburg.
WHEN BEING TAKEN
has announced that it will support a
general strike.
London.
Grave election riots are
MONTENEGRO REVOLT AGAINST
taking place in Germany, where the
OCCUPATION BY SERBIAN
members
choose
to
are
voting
people
TROOPS.
of the national assembly. A general

Mr. Ber,jmin

rf

mei-tinj-

r Union Newi Service.

MARKET

Until

St. Louis. How they lived together
as man and wife and how the "husband" for two years bad concealed the
fact from neighbors and friends that
"he" was a woman, was disclosed following the arrest here of "Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Beh Schmidt."
Smoking a cigarette when arrested
and denouncing "his" arrest as
"damned ridiculous," the "husband"
kept up "his" bravado for some time,
offer "he" had told a story which
Chief of Detectives Hannegan declared "one of the most remarkable
In his experience."
The "husband" Is really Mrs. Mary
who came
Bertha Schmidt, twenty-five- ,

BOLSHEVIST RULE IN RUSSIA
WILL HAVE BEARING ON
THE LEAGUE.

Western Newepuper I'nlun New Service.
Berlin, Jan. 20. The Spartacans

Together Very Happily
the Police Interfere.

WILL ADMIT THE PRESS

CONTINUE TO
SHOW TROUBLE OUTSIDE
OK BERLIN.

Paris,

FimmI

POINCARE OP
FRANCE TO DELIVER THE
OPENING ADDRESS.

SPARTACANS

iff

IN CAUSE.

Live

PRESIDENT

S

LATC

ST. LOUIS "MARRY"

REPRESENTED

STRIKE ON AT LEIPSIC

;ermaxy mist overthrow
the ones responsible

WOMAN COUSINS IN

ALL NATIONS

HUN CITIES

'BENCH AMBASSADOR NOULENS
SAYS BOLSHEVIST CAUSED
ALL TKOl'BLE.

NO

MRS. BENJAMIN HARRISON

RIOTS SWEEP

laltlv.
Fat steers, grasserB, choice
$13. 0014.(lr
to prime
Fat uteerH, grangers, good
to cnoice
ii (OCu 12.50
Fat Bleers, grassers, fuir 10. 00 tl 11.50
to i;uurl
Heifers, prime
Cowu. fat, Rood to ehuiee.,
Cowtt, fair to good
Cows, mtdlum to full
Cows, canners
Bulls
Veal calves
Feedem. good to choice...
Feeders, fair to good
Ktockerg, good to choice...
to good.....
Btockrs, fair
Stockera, medium to fair.,
BI

..ox

Good hogs

.'

lli'iv l.&0

8-

8. 6(1 w

i)'t'

7-

.',U'U'

6-

(tl

i'ti.25
1

6 OU'.i. 7.00
Oilfu 12.00
12.00
10, 5(1
9 601.10.5I
9, 00'g) 10.00
8 00 Itf

h

8.00

25

"l

$16.6017.00

$H.75rg15.25
Lambs, fat
H.SOw 16.00
"Lambs, feeders, good
13.60c 14.60
Lambs, feeders, fair
8.00C8' 8.75
Ewes
6.00W i o
Ewes, feeders
10.00(811.00
Yoarllntre
S.ooyiO.OO
Wethers
and liruln Market.
liny
Carload l'rlce.)
(F. O.
Hay.
Ftitvliiir i'rlnes.
Colorado, upland, per ton. .J22.0023.00
Nebraska upland, per ton.. 20.00(tt 21.00
nay. uoiorauo anu 20.00 21.00
rraine
Nnhrnakn n.r l..n
23.00tl24.00
Timothy, per ton
19.00& 20.00
Alfulfa. per ton
22.00(&)23.00
South Park, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 21. 00U 22.00
5.00() 6.00
Straw, per ton
Oram.
Oats. Nebraska. 100 IIih.. buying.. .2.45
...
Corn chopsack, selling
... 3.05
Corn, in sack, selling
100
corn
lrj
White
meal, per
4.00
100 lh
mn.l
VaII,,iv
3.34
(lluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per loo 11)8., selling... i.ie
Klour.
Hungarian Patent, flu lb., sacked,
$j,14
subject to discount
Hungarian, 4S lbs., sacked, subject 2.57
to discount
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sucked, subject
to discount
DltKNSI-'II'OII.THV.
The follow ing prices on dressed poul
try ure net o. u. u. uenver;
34
is...
rurkeys,
(n 28
. .25
Turkeys, old tonis.
4i 20
. .18
choice
Turkeys,
. .20
He ns, lb
(a 22
i 26
. .24
young ..
. .24
Ueeso
. .12
W14
Koustcra
l.lve I'oultry.
28
Turkeys, 9 lbs. or over...
....19 0 23
Hens
i'4
.22
lucks, young
..20 lb 22
Geese
26
,.20
Springs
30
Broilers, Hi, to 2 Ilia'. . . .

ir

S

1

41

Jacks, dozen
Cottontails

KAIIIII1N.

,$1.501.75

. 1.00 (((2.25

Eggs, strictly fresh, caseJ16.7517.00
count
flutter.
8
lb.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade,
Creameries, 1st grude, stor- 56
67
age
Creameries, 2d grade (cold 52
53
storage), lb
41
40
Packing stock
Fruit.
Colorado,

Apples,

box...

,$2.003.l

. 2.20 (tf 2.75
Pears, cooking
Veaetahlca.
10.00pl2.00
Beans, navy, cwt
7.00W 7.60
lieans, Pinto, cwt
.1
Beans, Lima, lb
lb
.250 .30
BeanB, green,
.80
.25
Beans, wax, lb
2.50
2.00
Beets, new, cwt
2.00ifj) 2.60
Cabbage, new, Colo
2.00
1.75
Carrots, cwt
.151) .17
Cauliflower, lb
60ft' .90
Celery, homegrown, dor..
Cucumbers, hothouse, dz. 2.501$ 3.00
1.60
Lettuce, head, Colo., dos. 1.25(0
.75
.60
Onions, table, doz
.65 ) .80
Onions, cwt
1.40W 2.00
Potatoes, new, cwt
.35
Radishes, long, hothouse .30
.25 H .35
Hudlshes, round, hoth'se.
.10
.09
lb
Spinach,
1.50(g) 1.75
Turnips, cwt
Illl)i:S AMI I'Kl.TS.
Hide.
Ilry Flint
29a
and up
Butcher, 16 lbs. 16
29a
lbs
Butcher, under
27c
Fallen, all weights
17c
Bulls and stags
15c
Culls
6c
hides.
lb.
less.
salted
per
Dry
Dry Flint I'elte.
25c
Wool pelts
20c
Short wool pelts
Butcher shearings
,.....15c
10c
No. 2 and murrain shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts.. 15c
(ireen Salted llldea, Fte.
Cured hides, 25 lbs. and up, No. 1..150
Cured hides,1 25 lbs. and up. No. 2..140
llo
,
Bulls. No.
10a
Hulls, No. 2
9o
Glues, hides and skins
16ft!8c
i
Kip, No. 1
No.

Kip,

1416c

2

26ft HSc
Calf. No. 1
24&26c
Calf, No. 2
16c
Branded kip and ralf, No. 1
15c
Branded kip and calf. No. 2
Part cured hides, lc per lb, less than
cured.
Green hides, 2o per lb. less than
cured.
Green Salted Horaehldea.
No.
No.

15.00 (p 6.00
4.00 & 5.00

1
1

Headless, 50c less.
Ponies and Blue
MISCBLLANBUUS

12.00

1.00

MARKETS.

New York Cotton Exchange.
Month.
open. High. 1kw. Crosa.

October
Jnnuary
March

23.00
28.90
27.25
26.20
25.50
31.85

May

July
Spot

23.30
23.00
28.90
28.60
27.42
27.15
26.37
26.11
25.66
25.40
25c up.

23.01
28.89
27.20
26.17
26.4f

Metal Markets.
Bar silver, fl.om.
Copper, per lb., 23c.
Lead, $6.00.
Spelter, $7.51.
Tungsten concentrates, unit, 117.060

22.00.

Dulnth Linseed.
Linseed. $3,6043.62.
Liberty Hand Quotations,
Open. High. Lw. Close.
89.68
99.60

Duluth.

Liberty4s JHs...
1st

91.00

93.00
2d 4s
1st W ....96.46
2d 4, ....95.24
3d
.....96.26
86.66
4th 4tiS

4s

lAn

93.00
93.00
96.46
95.26
96,28
96.68

B.5r

93.00
93.00
96.46
96.20
96.20
85.60

99.60
93.00
93.06
96.4
95.26
6.20
96.6

Stock Market.

Chicago.
Hogs Bulk of sales, $17 55
17.85; butchers, $17.65617.95; light.
$17.20917.85;
packing. $17.00 17.60;
throw outs, $16.00 16.90; pigs, $16.25
17.00.
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice anff
prime, $16.4020.00; common and me-

dium, 69.7616.40; butcher stock, cows
and heifers. $8.0014.25; canners and
stockers and feedcutters, $7.006
ers, good, choice and fancy, $10,500
14.00; Inferior, common and medium.
$8.0010.50; veal calves, good and
choice. $17.00 17.50.
choice
and prime,
Sheep Lambs,
$17.25fr:7.40; medium and good, $15.50 .
culls. $11.75 ft 14.25; ewes,'
4(17.26;
choice and prime, $10.75 8 11.00; medium
and good. $9.25910.75; culls. $5,000
7'18'

,

oi

QT--

e-

Chicago Ptodieo,
Butter Firm. Creamery.
Chicago,
Sift 68c,
Eggs Higher. Ordinary firsts, 51
(9c; at mark, cases Included, 68(958.
Poultry Alive lower. Fowls, 259
10c; springs, 25c; turkeys, 30c
Potatoes Higher. Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota, bulk, $2.1002.10:
do, sacks. $2.16 4i I 26.
Chicago (.ralna.
Chicago. Corn No. 1, yellow, $1 $4;
No. 8 yellow, IL499LC1; No. 4 yellow,
$1,444? 146.
Oats No. t white. 70e72Ve:
atandard. 71?7!c.
, Bye No. X, ll.fl91.CzH.
$1.001 1.07; Timothy $8.f A
BarleyClover
f1.00.
nominal Pork nominal.
Rika nominal.
L rd
.

,

mm

Tbey may. January 14 In San Fran'
J012. Eugene W. Chafin, Arizona,
Cisco a court order wag secured temand Aaron S. Watkins, Ohio, 208.923
D.
porarily restraining Gov. William
votes.
Stephens from siji ing the ratification
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CLEAR VERDICT

OF MAJORITY

Oeuntrys Decision to Abolish Liquor
Is Thus Summed Up by Prominent Journal.
Ten years ago. despite the already
aotable successes won by the prohibition movement op to that time, few
Impartial observers would have ventured to predict the result which the
United States contemplates today. The
Victory of the advocates of nation-ari- d
Bcva'bCioa is little short of amas- -

ing. But nothing Is more eloquent,
more conclusive, than an accomplished
fact especially when the process of
accomplishment is morally so free
from objection as Is the democratic
process of legal agitation, discussion,
voting and legislation.
At any time in the past decade many
a thoughtful,
d
citizen
must have said to himself something
like this: "If I were a benevolent
despot I should deem It my duty and
prerogative to prohibit the manufacture, sale and consumption of intoxi
public-spirite-

cating beverages. Drink Is the cause
of much misery, vice nnd crime, and
even the most temperate user of alcoholic liquors, who sees no personal
reason for prohibition, should be willing to subordinate his comfort and
pleasure to the welfare of the community. If prohibition means a material decrease In crime,
vice, pauperism nnd destitution, then
we should nil acquiesce In that policy
as a lesser evil. If not an absolute
good."
The United States Is a great and

heterogeneous democracy. It has no
benevolent despot nnd wants none. The
democracy has decided to give nationwide prohibition a thorough trial. The
ratification of the "dry" amendment
cannot be attributed by
opponents to prohibition to accident
hnsty judgment or minority coercion.
It is too manifestly spontaneous to admit of such Interpretation of the result True, there has been no actual
national plebiscite or referendum, for
our federal constitution provides no
such method of ascertaining public
d

opinion; still. It would be unreasonable to maintain that the legislatures
that have been vying with one.another
for the honor of precedence in ratification have been acting contrary to
the wishes and sentiments of the peo-pin obedience to threats or orders from unrepresentative, aggressive
minorities.
Prohibition as a policy may or may
not be as wise and expedient as Its
sincere and resolute champions assert
Time will telL But the people have
resolved to make the experiment un

lr

der the most favorable legal conditions
under a coustitutlonnl provision thnt
is proof against attack. To the verdict of the majority as rendered under
the existing law of the land nil good
citizens will cheerfully submit. The
people rule In the United States, nnd
In the course of a rather short period
of time their will, expressed by the
legislatures of more than a necessary
number of states to make It effective,
has prevailed In this important matter of prohibition. Editorial in Chicago Dally News.
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Deal With Many Subjects.
The yearbooks or almanacs published by the Ukrainians in the United
States and Canada nre highly important features of their household libraries. The Ukrainian do not publish
any Illustrated magazines in this conn-trbut issue instead a number of
annuals dealing with an
enormons numher of subjects and
eiled w ith pictures.
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is usually the painstaking
who manages to avoid pain.
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TELEPHONE TOLL RATES
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ata public pay station at the distant
point, the "messenger call" rate applies.

This rate is determined

This

by the

air-lin-

e

" calls slmuid be made
by number
is availinformation
Telephone Directory

Where this information

is not available at the

designated

e

is the same as

the

rate" for

the same distance, plus any charge for messenger

ser-

vice.
The "mesM-ngecall" rale is computed on the day rate
between the points involved, whether the call is made
luring the day or during the night, and the minimum

charge is 25c.

Messenger charges incurred are to be paid even if
sired conversation is not held.

de-

No "messenger call' is accepted where the "station to
station" rate is less than 5c.
1

"PERSON TO PERSON" RATE
When a person makes a toll call, specifying that con
versation is desired with a particular person and the
connection is established and conversation held with

"Report charges" apply under the same general
tions as specified for "person to
person" calls.

condi-

-

that person, the "person to person" rate applies.
As this service requires a greater amount of operating
effort, the rate for such calls is about
greatone-four- th

er than the "station to station" rate.

The following reduced rates for .night service on a
"station to station" basis only 'arc effective 12:01 a.
January 21,

1

919.

8:30

p. m. to 12:00 midnight
About one-ha- lf
of the "sta-

tion to station" day rate.
s.

No "person to person" call is acceptetl where the "station to station" rate is less than 15c.

"REPOPT CHARGE"
When a "person to person" call is made and the particular person desired is not in or will not talk, or when
an exact telephone address of the particular person
desired has not been given and he cannot be reached at
,1

telephone within an hour a "report charge" applies.

Such a charge also applies if the calling party is absent when the connection is completed within one hour,
or if be refuses to talk.

12:00 midnight to 4:30 a. m.
About
of the "station to station" day rate.
one-quart- er

For the purpose of applying night rates, the time of
day at the point at which a "station to station" message originates is used.
The minimum night rate is 25c. Day rates
apply on
calls made at night when the "station to
station"
charge is less than the minimum night rate.

"Collect calls" are calls for which the
charges are reversed; that is. are to be collected from the subscriber
at tbe distant station at which the call is
completed.

In any case where a "report charge,"' applies, the minimum charge is 10c and the maximum $2.00.

Such "collect calls" or reversed
charges are allowed
only in connection with "person to person" calls.

th

"APPOINTMENT" RATE
When the calling party in placing his call appoints a
definite specified time at which he will talk on a
"person to person" basis and the conversation is held
at the specified time, the "appointment" rate applies.

The "appointment" rate is usually about
greater than the "station to station" rate.

one-ha-

lf

EXAMPLES SHOWING HOW METHOD
IS APPLIED
Assuming the air-lidistance between toll points to
be more than 144 miles, but not more than
152 miles,
the following initial period rates for service
under the
various classes offered would apply.
ne

"Station to station" rate
Completed "person to person" rate
Completed "appointment" rate

The "appointment" rate is computed on the day rate
between the points involved, whether the call is made
during the day or during the night, and the minimum

Completed "''messenger call"

charge is 25c,

fate

Plus messenger charges.
.Report charge
Rate between 8:30 p. m. and 12:00 midnight,
"station to station" service only
i
Rate between I2:db midnight and 4:30 a. m.,
"station to station" service only
-

No appointment call is accepted where the "station to
station" rate is less than 15c.
"Report charges" apply under the same general conditions as specified for "person to person" calls.
t

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company
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"COLLECT CALLS"

This charge is to cover compensation for the operating
work performed and is usually about
of
the "station to station" rate.
one-four-
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STANDARD TOLL NIGHT RATES

m.

This "person to jjerson" rate is computed on the day
rate between the points involved, whether the call is
made during the day or during the night, and the minimum charge is 20c.
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held, 'the "station to station" rate applies.

calling telephone, such calls may be made by giving
the toll operator the name and address of the subscriber at tbe telephone called.

y

y

When a call is made on a "person to person" basis and
a messenger is required to secure attendance of the

able.

1
T

ty

r

y

When' a person makes a toll call without specifying
that conversation, is desired with a particular person,
and the connection is established and conversation

wherever

?
Y

?
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"MESSENGER" CALLS

"Station to station

f?
?f

y

t

"STATION TO STATION" RATE

distance between toll points and is computed on the basis of 5c
for each six miles, up to twenty-fou- r
miles, and 5c for
each eight miles beyond that distance

Y

tT

?

tive 12:01 a. m. January 21, 1919. A brief description of this new method and of its application to the
several classes of service, is given herewith.
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A new method of computing charges on telephone toll calls (to points outside the local service area)
under which all toll rates throughout the United States are placed on a standard basis, becomes effec-
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The Legislature disposed of the
OIL RESERVES DECREASE
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before
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time
ever
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r,m, wi
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there is an apparent gain in the U.
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trying to free themselves from the
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I. W. W. element.
will raise and
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barrels
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being
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been better if they had taken such
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requirements,
however,,
of
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years ago.
for 1918 amounted to about 397,000,000
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barrels hence it was necessary to
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(The above portn was contr'hnt- Van Stone for Bank Examiner for some 36,500,000 barrels from Mex rrl to tiie
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another term is a well merited
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of the constant and careAlthough moderate additions were Mcxiro, oie of the talented authors
ful service he has given during the made to stocks of petroleum
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reflects
credit
years
past
November, 1918. in Central and North whom we desire to express our an- tne new governor.
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Mountains fields, the total surface irive the same first publication. Ed.)
Gas mmki find helmets may
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If the" were
Alexander Read brought before the
Legislature of New Mexico, is the
fulfillment of a platform plank of
ind'idi"ls they wo"M mo" state supreme court this week his
tbe last Republican convention. Th hare to tke the cooceers throne' contest of the election of J H. Crist
aubmir.;ion of the State Prohibition tie bart'r,,-,treoiiel. A ?t is, nil as His ' rii:t attorney of the first nidi-- 1
will Ksve to do is cll nnnn c'al d'strict. The use of stickers!
Amendment a year ago was the rean apnropriation to bv Independents on Republican bal-- !
sult of the platform plank of the Conerets lot s is contended by Read to be llsame party the year before.
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KIDNEY TROUBLE
CONTINUES ON LARGE SCALE
given authority to assume the reigns
of national government.
Kfusic. that played such a pronvn-- I
A NORMAL LABOR SUPPLY
ent part in the winning of the war, fake g, laat of Salts be for bruakfaal
to be of even greater value
your Back hnrtt or Bladder
In 1914 our country absorbed 1,' promisesthe
during
period of demobilization
200.000 immigrants.
bothergyoo.
of the Tenting forces, according to
ror ten year, previous to 1914 we reports from the equipment of the
million
absorbed over
year.
y. M C A War Council That He- Hie American men and women mutt
The returning armies are not go-- 1 partment has
placed an order
against Kidney trouble,
ing to disturb labor condition, aajfo, 3S0 pianos, jnt
500 portable organs Gard constantly
we eat too much and all our food
rack
many imagine.
As an in- - it rich. Our blood ia filled
.and I WW nhonoeranh.
with urie
Wars make individuals restless. riiminn f h ....
-- ,k;t,
it,... arid which the
strive to filter
discontented and kenee there ia
will be placed 694 need- - out. they weaken kidney
phonopjraphj
from overwork, become
snnrmosi labor turnover.
Ie will
sent along with each pho- - sluggish , the eliminatire tissues clog and
There i. no normal labor supply fsoeraphi
the
is
result
trouble, bladder
possible in time of normal prosperThat Johnny, before he comes weakness and a kidney
general decline in health.
ity without large foreign immigra- marching home, is not to be forced
When your kidneys feel like
of
tion.
to keep warm by stamping his feet lead: your back hurt or the lumps
urine is
The flrat generation bona of im- in time
wth the music is shown bv cloudy, fall of sediment or you are
migrants parents under the trans- the same department of 2.500 heat- obliged to seek relief two or three time
forming power of th Melting Pot ing and coolring stoves. For the in- - during the night; If you suffer with sick
are unwiling to do hard work
ner man there will be the service of headache or dizzy, nervous spells, acid
common laborers.
.110 hot drink boilers and immense
or yon have rheumatism when
Our country will always need some quantities of stew pans, soun kettles, stomach,
tbe weather is bad, get from your pharimmigrants from crowded coun- chocolate canteens and the like. And macist about four ounces of Jad Salts,
tries to supply the demand for labor to clean up after him the depart- take a tablespoon ful in a glass of
the farms, ia tbe mines, and ia ment hat provided 4,000 brooms. 5 water before breakfast for a few days
conducting all tbe raw. material in- flflO galvanized pa:ls and 2000 dish and your kidneys will then act fine.
dustries.
nans. Added to these totals are 8 - This famous salts is made from tbe acid
There ia no question about that. '(TO tables. 16.000 benches and lOOry) of grapes and lemon juice, combined with
Th only question is kow many; do chairs, to replace similar articles ninia, and baa been used for generations
wo need and of what character?
that have cracked tinder the strain. to flush and stimulate clogged kidneys;
For certain sections tko industries The "Y" officials have not been so neutralize the aeida in the urine so it
prefer northern Europeans, others found wanting in preparation for a ne longer is a source of irritation, thus
demand Mexicans, others Italians cold winter. a is proved bv the order ending blsdder disorders.
nd southern Europeans, ether sec. of 50.0W blankets. 4000 cos and 2.- - 4 Jad Salts is inexpensive; cannot in- tsons prefer Orientals.
500 mattresses. Mot of this eqnin- - hi re, snakes a delightful effeireaceni
Those who would exclude all fan- - ment w'll be distributed amonu the li
beverage, and belongs in
anirVation take a narrow view of various leave resorts to which 'the every borne, because nobody eaa make
;
national traditions and national American
man ernes whn a Boistake by having a good kidney
i relieved from
any tins.
ia for develop ment.
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'Twas not Hod who sent the ruthless
hand
To snatch the hurls and blossoms- 'Twas not Hod who lent the tyrant
hand
Power and mieht to despoil the land
And vandalize the vineyard.

Frank Staplin, Receiver
n

?
??
T
?

'Twiis not Cod who set the plow of
pain
In tlic garilrn of the World;
'Twas not God who let such greed
of Rain
Flood with tears and blood of
martyr'd sla'n
Earth's fairest f eld and vineyard.
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NEW MEXICO

temporary officers were elected for!
an organization which will be in the STATE
nature of a commercial club and
will have for its main object the
promotion of the best interests of

,

NEWS REVIBV
(Continued from page one.)
against her did not justify the prosecution of the case.

Socorro

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
CORPORATION

COMMISSION
NEW MEXICO

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

Certificate ml Comparieoa
United State! of America
)

and vicinity.

LARS (tS.W) ver acre, which It tht an
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
tne succeasiui Bidder mast nay lor Ike improvements that exist on the land.

OF

It

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
FOR

NOTICE

The above sale ol land will be eub)ec
to valid existing rights, easements, right
jf way and rcaervationa.

PUBLICATION

Howard Payne
The Commissioner of Public
PUBLIC LAND SALE
of cattle
Lands 01
his agent holding euch sale leservea the
COMPANY
bought around here from various
COUNTY
CHAVES
right to reject any and all bids oflerer
(No Stockhohlera Liability).
He went to Dttran Monnarties.
at aaid sale.
(No, 9616).
Frank Herman who ranches near day to try to get ten carloads that with the tndoraementa
of Publi
thereon, aa aame Office of the Commissioner
Possession under contracts of aale for
Albert Hill had the" misfortune of he had boufrht in that vicinity.
Lands,
appeara on file and of record in the ofthe above described tracta will be given
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
fice of the State Corporation Commission.
on
losing a valuable team several days Estancia Herald.
or before October 1st, 1919.
In Testimony Whereof, the
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant to
ago, by feed ng them poisoned oats
State Corporation
Witness
of
my hand and the official aeal
Act
of
1"
an
Co.
The Estancia
of the State of the provisions
Congress ap
trot
from a sack of gram purchased by
New Mexico has caused E roved June 20th, 1910, the laws of tfu of the State Land Office of the State ol
ars of oil cake, feed and (SEAL)
several
his father to kit) prairc dogs.
New
this ninth day of January,
and
Mexico,
rules
and
of
New
Mexico,
regula
late
be
thia certificate to
(
tions of th State Land Ollice, the Com 1919.
hay during the past week, and it all
signed by ita Chairman mission.
off
N. A. FIELD,
offer
Lands
will
Puhlic
at
from
was
cars.
sold
the
Com
aeal
of
aaid
the
and
They exn""'
0TER0
Commissioner
iaainn. to be affixed at public aalc to the "highest bidder at 9 o'clock,
ol Public Laada.
several more cars !n the next few
of Santa Fe on A. M., on Thursday, April lutn. wiv, in tne
the
stair ot Mw Mexico
City
.,
days. Estancia Herald.
thia 12th. dav of Decern town of Roawell, i'n County of Chavea, State
it ioio
Esclusiva Hardware Firm
phi:r,,.
of
the court house
front
of New Mexico.
bcr, A. D. 1918.
ruoncntioo u""KrJM low
J..rrik4 tr.n. of
.t
.i..
M. S. CKOVES.
The Bean Growers Association of
Harry Hollomon and W. W.
Chairman. land, via:
have formed a partnership Estancia shipoed out two cars of
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
and purchased the stock Iff hardware beans last week, and w'll shin tw Attest:
Sal No. 1327
SEX, SEXSWX, Sec. 23;
MINNIE BRUM BACK,
NEXNWX. WtfNWX, Sec. 24;
NWWNEX.
Clerk.
and machinery from both the Trtd-in- g more loads as soon as they can get
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
360.00 acres,
27
E.
4
R.
T.
containing
S.,
OK
INCORPORATION
CERTIFICATE
company and R. D. Champion cars.
selected for the Santa Fe and Grant County
OF
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
and will carry on a strictly hardware
Railroad Bond Fund. The improvements
MANGANESE
THE
fencTradof house, well, windmilland
both
the
from
consist
COM PANY
and machinery
LEA COUNTY
Jen son & Co., shinned two car(No Stockholders'
Llabilitvl.
ing, value $500.00.
ing company under the f;rm name of loads of bpans from Morhrty last
DV TIIL'tLUL'L' ,'TC
f 11we ill
Office of the Commissioner of Public
This firm ex- week and two from Estancia.
Ho'lomon Brothers.
;
NWtf, See.
the underlined, all of whom are! Sale No. 1JJI
That,
ands,
Sec.
1; SWM. NMSEjd.
NV
citiiena of the United States, desirint to R.
pects to carry a complete line of
...
i
K.
n
io
r
t
:,,:,
ec. i
J
a
the lawe
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
hardware, implements, machinery,
, ... corporation
An,tmhAr n( l.norscs. ca"ic ana lorm
uum acres. There are' no im- u. ...... mndinin ""w
K,r,. , lor prolit under
'
furniture, queensware, guns, ammuni- sheen d;cd around Cedarvale dnr- -' ccrtify:
Noti-- e
ia hereby given that pursuant to
provementa.
tion and leather Roods. Tulyosa intr the past month owinir fo th?! First. The name of said corporation shall
't the provisions of an Act of
Congress,
Lot 3. Sec. 5: T. 7 S..I
be THE PAN AM KMC AN MANGANESE 'Sate No. MM
,une x,h ,
h
Tribune.
deep snow and severe cold weather COMPANY,-N- o
R.
E., conta.ning 40.17 acres. There are Sui.ti Bf Ncw Mrico ,nd ,hc
Stockholders' Liability- -.
rutt m,
Second.
The location of the principal no improvements.
ol
the
Land
State
rrgulationa
Olfice, the
Business houses are being remodel- office of aaid corporation shall be at the
Commissioner ol Public Lands will ofler
QUAY
c.
S
9. Kvj Sr,
Sate No. lis- t- AS'A,
ouhlic
corner of Wasbinmon and Palace Ave., in
,0 ,h, h h,
b)H(.r
ed and business nrosnects are
. Sec. 23, T.
9 o'clock,
A. M., on Saturday. April 12th.
the City of Satna Fe, County of Santa Fe. !?: Ka. Sec. 17;. MV ouu.uu
to look much' brighter for State
n.rr..
.,e,v
f-of New Mexico, and the name of the
,n the town o( Lovingliin, County of
containing,
twelve
Bros
shipped
Landergin
If this hie stinw would agent therein and
tate of New Mexico, in front of the
charge upon whom are no improvements.
cars of cattle Monday, to La Mesa Titcumrari.
cn
rm ...... ...
hn
.f tU a
procesa against the corporation may be
,,,ta
,a"ow'"g u""",c"
' '
SEXREX. Sec. 13; T. K
a."
Sal. No. 1J31
,7
H. W. Smith.
Texas Glenrio Tribune.
o( iand.
,(,rvr(i
i,
NEXSWX. NWX
men rrwin teei netter ana me stnrK Thjrd.
R 2Vj K., NWXNEX.
Said corporation is formed for
Sec.
Jli NhMSViH.l cal. at.
F.I4NWK.
WI
saven tutlire orosnects would ne m"rn:tlie purpose ol oninn, le.isuiK ami oprr.it SEX. See. 21:
o., ,,. T
35: .J. 13 S.. R 21
& E., containing 3J0.00 acre.. The im"
ROOSEVELT
Tu- ing mines and ore reiluction plants and
i
Sec.
nrtphter '"an ior many
SWXNWX. Sec. 3
of owning and dealing u:
ol
value flUO.UO.
consist
provementa
store,
tencinK,
company
News.
T. 14 S., R. 30 E., containing 4UU.UU;
mining properly and other real estate; an
There are no improvements.
Sale No. 133J
of Hi.ing any and all things necessary and
T.'i, Sec. 2; T. IS S., R
L. D. Decring went to Elida, last
(35
E., containing SX.K acres.
The imS. B. Oren savi he has fed near incident to said business.
week after a load of feed and was
No bid on the shove described tracts ol provements
Fourth. The ainnutit of the total authorconsist of fencing, value $100(1'
for less than Five
mill he accepted
only able to haul one ton w:th six Iv all the feed stuff he has in hi - ized stock of the curporation shall he One land
which is the sp
No. hid on th above
barn. He has plenty of corn fod- Hundred Thousand Dillars (Sllin.Utjn.UO) ill D.llars (?5n0 per acre,
head of (food horses and mules.
'racis ' d!
value thereof, and in addition there be accepted for less than FIVE
DOLr1T in the field, hilt he can tttst eplvided into One Thousand Shares of On praised
Kcnna Record.
to the successful bidder must pay for t lie LARS ($5.00) per acre, which is the an.
each.
Hundred
Dollars
($10OIi
(he tops of the shocks and if would
ad. improvements that exist on the land.
In.ilacd
aluc thereof, and in addition thereto
The n.inu.s ,
p
of(c.
lie suecesslul Imlder must
Mrs. James Reed had her herd of take a stltmri puller to pet It out dresses of the incorporates and the numluy fur the n
tracts will provementa that exial on the
Each of the above described
land.
' shares subscriljeii for by cachlhe
iDer
Estanria Herald.
dairy cattle shipped up from Roswell
auirrfiraie ot sticli sulificrnitiijns lieint? be offerrd for sale separately.
Each of tbe above di seribed tracts wil
last Wednesday. Kenna Record.
the amount with which said corpor
nbnve sale of land will be subiect K

cars

n

.p:--

n.i.
-

Hol-tom-

17

-

14L--

The above aale of land will be aubieet
to valid exiatina riahts. eaarmenta. rianta'
way ana reaervatioa.
The Commissioner of Public Laada ot
hia agent holding aueh aale reaervea tht
right to reject any and all bida olferec

1111

oi

.

-

,

it

J

-

Witnraa my hand and the official ara
of the Slate Land Office ol the Slate o'
New Mexico, thia fifteenth day of Novem

ber,

,

S- -c

--

1911

FRED MULI.ER,
Commissioner of Public Lanut ol lb'
Slate ol New Meaic.
First Publication Nov. 15, 1918.
Last Publication Jan. 24. 1919.
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years.-cumcar-

aaid aale.

Possession under contract
of sale loi
the above described tracta will he fives
on or before October 1st, 1919.
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ation win commence

UNION

e
Buys
Jerseys
John W. Rtisse'l of the Upton secA Imttr train of wifons were seen
tion last week botieht from J. A.
n
head of the
last week
the streets of Fol-oFairly f wenty-eifctcr s
Icrseys, including Innrleri with oil cake po nor to t"e
n
rant-behe
to
fed fo stork.
one registered bull ana
registered dirforfpt
cow. Mr. Russell is ont in the best AM of onr ranrhers are 'tow feO-inrq
cction r,f t':c comistock on account nf severe
ty and Irs herd will add considerably weaher. Des Moines Swastika.
to the ommit from that vicinity.
Portales News.
The grass is beginning to eren n"
from beneath its white hlan' et of
snow and change the earth's costume
New Pumping Plant
John M. Bradley, last week bmipht from one of white to that of greer.
throtitrh C. I. KfRler, representative
of the Fairbanks-Mors- e
company, fhis month, gseen w;ll adorn where
one twenty horse type Y low grade white has shrouded. Clayton Citi,
fuel engine, and one five inch pump zens.
He will build a concrete engine
A. C. McFlwain has purchased the
house and make this installment the
unbest in the valley, It will he put Carson Rtttledge nlacc and
in on the f'fty acre tract he pur- loading furnitu-- r for permanent
here. Mr. McF.lwain is an
chased from J. B Hext, one mile
r
and oxnecH to
south of town. The past fall Mr. expert
harvested, apnroximatcly, ont n an exclusive shpj iStri:, nexl
Bradley
I
sweet
Jtr.
bushels
of
ord's
t'oor
tout thousand
.Studio, the1 first of
which brought him about two Marih Clayton Citizrn.
dollars per bushel, or eight thousand
Sr ttt 20 h't; wagon lot Is if Inm-hdollars. He says that he expects to
went down to the nil well last
put the fifty acres where the plant
is installed into sweet potatoes and week frorri Folsom. the oil company
feels confident that the first cron navine $1.00 per hundred pounds for
will more than repay him for his freirnhtinu it. This will cost $35 to
a thousand feet for hau'int; alone
investment, the total tost of wh'ch $40
'J
.,
!ii Lne- nam
hundred dollars. r ome otr inese
will be twenty-fou- r
waKons win
e
,
r
-:
as nnrn
Portales Journal.
iu lur a luini.
uci munics
Swastika.
The following business changes
have taken place at Portales recent- S'ole Money and Left Suit
The Her7ctetns estahlishment at
ly
Louis Props has purchased the Clayton a few davs aero hv wav of
Portales hotel and will conduct a advenfisemcnt pinned a 0 bill onto
a new suit of men s clotninor ann lett
first class eating house.
Jeff White bought the beautiful it over niorht, shinintr throtiRh the
A.
A.
Williams.
residence of
clear plate plass window. Some
e
The
company has moneyless scout thinkincr thev hid
bought the stock formerly owned by more tnonev than was needed, broke
J. W. Hubbard and the goods are ihe nlate class and took the ten dol
now being invoxed.
lars, leaving the suit for a
customer.
L. C. Denton, a merchant cf Kenna.
automatic re- Trunk Full of Booze
emptied a thirty-eigvolver at editor White, of the Kenna
Last Saturday, City Marshal John
Ferord last week. None of the shots Spring took into custody a trunk
effect.
taking
full of booze and placed it in the
city jail for safe keeping. The haul
Srtendicl
was the property jof four unknown
County Treasurer John V. Bal- - men occupying a room in the Clem- low reports that he has coHected mons house at Clayton, who mane
An taxes from January first of this a
quick get away.
year, $25.4?80n. an averane daily col"
'
SunSI
incleiVntr
of
,47.5R
lection
Farmers' Stockman
The
days. This is a Bureau, County
days,
in
with the
a
that
for
county
splendid showing
of the United
hree successive .Biological Survey of
has heen throno-,l- i
Agriculture, is
Department
dror'h vears. followed hy the most States
arranging for rabbit drives throughsevere winter known to the oldest out
the county. 'The object is to
settlers. Portales Journal
use rabbit hunts and organize Run
clubs to decrease the large number
H." A. Roberta Wins Prire
of jahbits in the county. Clayton
a
of
in
is
rece
nt
Roberts
Hm;h
Citizen.
letter this week from the National
Life Insurance Comoanv, wh'ch he
W. D. Crow recently sold nis resirepresents, informing him that
C. Mitchell
won a prize by the volume of dence in Des Moines to A.
of $2,250. Five
for a consideration
business he has done for the comof land go with the residence
pany since Attt'tist. when a compe- Seres
titive race. was put on. He was one
nrVe winners in of the twentv-fiv- e
COLD CURE
competition coverintj the whole fieHDRINK HOT TEA!
which embraces all the states and
bie cities where the National Life
is writinc insurance and only four
Get a small package of Hamburg
teen out of the b:p reeiment of a- - Breast
Take o
Tea at any
gents outdid h'm. The secretary tablespoonful of thepharmacy.
a
tea,
cup oi
put
a
him
splendid letter, praising
wrote
boiling water upon it, pour through n
rot only the quantity hut the quality sieve
and drink a teacup full at am
of his work. tlida
time .during the day or before rctlrinir.
It is the most effective way to break
a cold and cure grip, as it opens the
SAN MIGUEL
pores of the skin, relieving congestion.
Also loosens the bowels, thus breaking
John Condon, a local live stockman up a cold.the
next time you suffer from
it
of Las Vegas, recently shipped a a Try
is inexpensive
carload of hogs to the packing house andcold or the grip. It therefore
saftt
entirely vegetable,
t Albuquerque.
and harmless.
The roads for 20 mile, out of Las
Vegas are reported to be in verv
on account of the
bad condition
mud and water. In some places it
is almost impassable and many cars
and tourists are bring held up on
STIFF ACHING JOINTS
this account. Las Vegas Optic.
Hiph-Grad-
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OLD-TIM-

SOCORRO
Henry Coleman, charged with the
killing of Frank Bourbnnnaise, has.
been released from jail on a ten
thousand dollar .bond, to await the
urt'on of the grand jury. Socorro
Chieftain.
'

-

Fred Candill and Oscar Caudill
charged with the killing of Dona-r- n
at Quemado. on December 12.
19'8. were brought to the sheriff
office b Deputy Sheriff Leanilro
Both
re confined in th
.Baca.
county iail without bond to await
tbe action of the court. Socorro
Chieftain.

E

Sub Soreness, from joints and mnsclea
with a mull trial bottle of old
St Jacob liniment
8top "dosing" Rheumatism.
H'a pain only ; not one ease in fifty
Rub
requires Internal treatment.
soothing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Liniment" right on the "tender spot," and
by the time you say Jack Robinson
out comes the rheumatic pain. "St.

Jacob's Liniment" ia a harmless rheumatism cure which never disappoints
and doesnt burn the skin. It takes
pain, soreness and stiffness from aching Joints, muscles and bones; stops
sciatica, lumbago, backache, neuralgia.
Limber up I Get a 30 cent bottle of
honest "St. Jacob Liniment"
from any drug store, and In a moment
you'll be free from pains, aches and
Socorro to Hova Club
stiffness. Don't suffer I Rub rhruma- A meeting of Socorro Citizens wa
away.
held recently in that city, at which 1
old-tim- e,

lows:
Name
M. J. Smith
Koh, rt W. Lynn
II. W. Smith .

are as

Iiu.mucmk

bil-

The
the following

terms and conditions,

viz

ie offered

Residence1

Shares
f..r the Sinta
lor land selected
I
Except
Santa l"c
Railr..ad R..nd Fund,
Fe and flratit Cmintv
1(1
S inta l
h
pav to the
tnut
,i,i,...,nl of Public Lands or
9
Santa Kc
his agent
Sixth. The nrriod limned (or the dura Commissioner
one-til of the
wen'i
In.
such
Minn
sale,
lion of tbe corli'ir.iti"n is fift
IN WU.NISS V.IIKKtdF, Wf
unto s; our banJs on this 1
1918.
December,
ud all
..
verttsinii sun ai.i.....i
M. I Smith
Santa
r.iidema. to tbe sale herein, larh an ill
IV
Robert W. Lynn
said amounts must he deposited in casl
Santa I'V of
H. W. Sni'h
or certified rfltcliange at the time ofnf sale
)
State of New Mexico,
them
and which said amounts and all
lis
.n
to torteiture in i lie
are Subject
)
County of Santa Ft.
if the successful hidd-- r doe.
New
Mexico,
.
. nnnirA
On this 11th day of IJec tuber, D1K, be
uolhin Ibirtv davs
M
I.
Smith. n(,pr j, i,at heen mailed to him by the
nerHotiallv niincan d
ii' ?.er,
W. l.ytiu and tt. w.
mitn, to m
land (Mlice, aata contract to pro

Der
who executed the forefroing instrument, ami
that Ihey executed the same
as their free act and deed.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, I have here- unto affixed my hand anil official seal on
tne nay ana year last aoovc wriiicn,
fSF.AL)
J. B. C. LOVf.7.,
Notary Puhlic.
Exnirrs Anr. 6, 1919.
My Commission
ENDORSED;
No. 9616
Cor. Rec'd Vol.
Page 51S
Certificate of Incorporation of
The
Mang.inese Company
'
(No Stockholders' Liability).
Filed in office of State Corporation
of Ncw Mexico, Dec. 12, 1918; 1:30
I'. M.
MINNIE BURMBACK, Clerk.
UOi MB
Compared
)
State of New Mexico,

payments of not less ofthan
the pur
per rent
thjrIiPlj, ,,f nmety-fivand
chase price at any thne after the sale from
.:. , .he exoiration of thirty years
,u. Hate of the contract and to provid
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
. L- .,:nn nt thirlv veara from the
date of the contract with interest on deferred payments at the rate cf lour per cent
on the anper annum payahle in ofadvance
the contract, parniversary of the date
tial payments to be credited on the
of the date of the contract oext
followinf tbe date of tender,

mae

i

for

sale

separately.

The above sale of land will be subject
the following terms and conditions, vir :

The successful htddi r must pay to th.
c, nmmissinrnT of I'llldre I rinds or bis aKent
..
io-s.tlc, one-- l weniu l h of I lie

"'j

JJHio'"

...t

'i.Ah.i

i..

r'irrt,

l"'

n

'"V,

H

eoV,ain

)

SJN.

v

on file in the office of the Com
mlBslone of Public Lands, copy of which
on application.
At
will be furnished
time of bidding the successful blddsr will
be required to pay the Commlsslonsr of
ments.
Public Lands the amount of tht first
No bid on the above described tracts will year's rental offered, tht cast of adverDOLFIVE
than
less
tising and expenses incidental thereto.
be accepted for
LARS (15.00) per acre, which ie the ap- Possession will be given as soon as ooo-tra- ct
thereto
addition
in
and
Value
thereof,
of least la executed by tht successpraised
the successful bidder must pay for the im- ful bidder, which must be within thirty
land.
on
the
esiat
that
provements
days from data of bid la ardsr to avoid
Lots 1, 7, I, 11, Sec. 2; forfeiture of righta and all saonss Baud.
Sat No. UZ3t
T. 3 N R. 36 E., containing 115.29 acres.
The improvements consist of fencing, (rub-bin- wnNESfl any hand aad tka official saal
Blowing snd water right on 53.00 acrea, of the Stats Lausd Offtaa at tka Stats af
value ltW0.0a No 'bid on the above des- New Maxans, this twnnty-thlr- d
day sf
cribed tract of land will be accepted for
leas than (166.90 per sere
of PuhUs laada, matt at
Each of tht shove described tracts will
be offered for ssle separately.
Naw Manias,
The shove ssle of Issd will be subject First Publication Nov. 22, 1918.
to the Mltowisj terms ssd condilioas. Last Publication, Jan. 31, 1919.

-

)ss
fmintv of Santa Fe.
On this 11th dav of December. 191 P. he
fore me personally appeared M. I. Smith,
Robert W. Lynn and H. W. Smith, to me
known to be the persons described in and
who executed the foregoing instrument, and
acknowledged that they executed the aame
as their free act and deed.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, I have hereunto affixed my hand and official seal on
the day and year last above written.
(SEAL)
J. B. C. LOPEZ,
Notary Public.
Exniret Anr. 6, 199.
My Commission
ENDORSED:
(9617).

26

51S
Cor. Rec'd Vol.
Certificate of
of Stockholders of
The
Manganese Company
(No Stockholders' Liability).
Filed in office of State Corporation Com- vti:
mission of New Mexico, Dec. 12, 1918; 1:30
The successful bidder must say, ts Ihe
P M
of Public Leads or his scent
MINNIE BURMBACK, Clerk. CommlssNMKr
of the
each sale,
hoMiac
MB
Compared JJO:
offered
ay him for Ihe Isad, foure
price
State of New Mexico
)
for the
advaace
ia
interest
cent
per
)
al such uprchaae price, lees far
of Santa Fe,
)
and sparsiaeaseat sad sit costs
Instrument was
t County
hereby certify that this
iacideatsl
la Ihe sale herein, each aad
A.
11
filed for record on the
day of Jan.
amounts ssaet be depowted ia
D., 1919, at 3:05 o'clock P. M., and was duly all ol saidcertified
or
rash
enchaage at the lime
Cor2
of
Book
of
records
the
recorded in
which asid amounts sad all
sad
sale
ol
on this 17th, day of
porations page
of theas are aubieet la forfeiture o the
1919.
A.
D.,
January,
State of New Mexico, if the successful
Witness my hand and the seal of office.
bidder does not eaecute a coo tract within
(SEAL)
to
thirty dsys sfter il haa, been mailed
ALFREDO LUCERO,
by tbe State Laad Office, said conCounty Clerk. Santa Fe County N. M. has
tract to provide that the purchaser may
at his option make payments of aot leas
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent
thaa
LAND FOR SALE.
of
Ihe purchase price at aay time after
-of
esairatioa
the
to
aad
the sale
prior
0 acres; 120 patentLINCOLN COUNTY:
thirty years from the date of the con-of
for
the
360
farniahed
tract
sad.
payment
la provide
State; fenced; improved;
ed,
well. S3.1fl0. any uapaid balance at the expiration of
house; implements:
No. 250 22S. thirty years trout the date of the conBos 91 A. Corona. New Mexico.
deferred
oa
tract with interest
payments
at the rate of foar per eeat per annum
HELP WANTED.
payable ia advaace oa the anniversary of
the date of the contract, partial payments
EARN $25 weekly, spare time, writins; for to be credited on the anniversary of Ihe
Mrananer. m,n,inM. P.L ntinee: details date of the contract next following the
Free. Press Syndicate, 215 St. Louis, Ma date of leader.

5.

(

The above sab- - of land
to valid cxisliim rictus,

TORRANCE COUNTY
'

Office
ol
Lands,

the

Commissioner

of

The aucceaaful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Landa or hie asent
of the
holding such sale,
price offered by nun for the land, four
per cent intereal in advance for the balance of audi purchase price, fees for advertising and appraisement anil all costs
incidental lo the sale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in caen
or certified exchange at the time of sale
and which said amounts and all of theta
arc subject lo forfeiture to the State ot
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to hun by the
Slate Land Office, said contract to pro
vide that the purchaser may at his option
tiiake
payments of not less than
of ninety-fivper cmt of the purchase price al any time after the sale and
the
to
expiration of thirty years from
prior
the date of the contract and to provide
ior the payment of any unpaid balance at
the txpiralion of thirty
ears from the
on deferdate of the contract Willi inu-t-ared payments at il;e rate of lour per cent
per annum p.iyahb- in advance on the
of the date oi tne contract, par
o t" credmd . u the ao
li d p.tr:.enls
oi i It.of the c in tract nea'
folloiMtig the date of
ant reservations.

Pubh.

Santa
New Mesie,.
Notice is hereby given lhat pursuant It
the provisions of ariAct of Conurrss ap
June 20lb, 1"), the laws of the)
proved
Slate ot New Mexico and the rules and
reputations ol the State I. ami Ojne, the
Couiniisioner of Public
""Is will oltei

gas

will
a i

ue

Tbe (V tnmissioni
of Public Lands or his
I" Ming fin l; sale ri
rves the right
huts oIili. d at sail
all
aim
any

to rt jt ct
sale.

Possession un

It

contra1 t of

r

"ill

trail

rilo-.-

.r before

Uctober

1st, 1919.

sale for
be given

'I

dW

The above sale of land will be subjec
to valid existing rights, easenunts, rights
The Commissioner of Public Lands or hit
agent holding such sale reserves the right
to reject any and all bids offered at aid
aale.
Possession under contract of ssle for th
above denrrihH trartt w!l be given v
or before October 1st. 1919.
Witness my hand and the official sea!
nf the State Land Office of she State of
New Mexico, this twenty-fiftday of No
vuinber, 1'. 18.
FRED MULLER
Commiasionrr ol Public Lsnds
State of New Mexico
First Publication Nov. 29, 19H.
Lust Publication Feb. 7, 1919.

subject

nt t. rights

Mo

a'eril

us

iweuly-iirs-

Con.rnission.

oa
'

al

day

t

1918

of Df

FRED MULI.EK,
t
ot I'ulilic
Lands
State of New Mexico

Kiit Publication Flee. 27, 18.
Last Publication .March 7, 1919.
STATE
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Santa Fe are no improvements.
Santa Fe
E'5, EtfNWtf, SWJ4NWJ4.
Sal. Ne, 13
Santa Fe
R. 27 E., containSWjif, Sec. 20; T. 2 N
ing 600.00 acrea. There are no improve-

SALE

PUBLIC LAND

.,.7

'

December. 1918.
M. I. Smith
Robert W. Lynn
H. W. Smith
State of New Mexico,

LAND

aim'
...... ..no a, pi.iisenu nt nnd alt costs tnct
dental to the sale herein, each and all o .front of the court bouse therein, tbe lol
said amounts must be deposited in casl h.wniK detcribed tracts of land, via:
or certified rxrhaiiKe
at the time of sal.
,'
5 N
vt., 'K
'
and which said amounts and all of then.
159.(0 acres.
The im
Containing
are subiect
o,
h1,1.le,;,!l
co, mm of house, barn. well,
New Mex.Vo. ".'t .hi'
an,J
'"
"n"n
not execute a contract within thirty day.
alter it lias lieen niailid to him hy tin
Sale No. 1311
All of Section 16, T. 6
Mate Land Olfice, said ccntract to provn!.
M
II
nu !.r... coniaininu s. .w.,
p..
The
iiu acres.
I
..i
l:- .'.
Th
w L
improvements consist of 1 mile, J wire
m
M.
IIX)U0- value
ninety-fivper cent of ihe purchase prir, j
described tracta will
,Me7.nmofa,'.hir,,i'."e'Je."';'1
"
S'Th '"d",' ' N Bi
be ,cl.,.p(1 (or
XEN
DQL
I
Ihe conlrsel and to provide for th
ARS ($10,110)
which ia the ap
acre,
per
of
expayment
any unpaid balance at the
value
in
and
thereto
addition
ienof,
pruned
piration of thirty years from the date ol the ucveiaful bidder oiutt pay for the im
the contract with interest on deferred pay
tlfct exitt oo the land.
menta at the rate of four per cent pet provrmt-mannum payable in advance on the anniverEach of the above described tracta will
i .u. i
i .u
l.:.
offered for aale aeparateiy.
paymcm. ,o b- - cdi,cd
"i tne date ol the contract next following
The
successful bidder must pay to the
the date of tender,
Commissioner of Public Lsnds or nis agent
of the
such sale,
holding
The above lale of land will be subject
offered by him for the lad, four
to valid existing rights, easements righta price cent interest
in advance for the bal
per
f way,
and reservations.
ance of such purchase price, fees for ad
vertising and appraisement and all costs
The commissioner of Public Lands or his incidental
to the sa! herein, each and all
..Kent holding such sale reserves the right of said amounts must be deposited in cash
t
reject any and Ml bids ottered at said or certified exchange at the time of aale
,ac
and which said amount a and all of then
to forfeiture to the State oi
are
Possession under contracts of sale for Nsw subject
Mexico, if the aucceaaful bidder does
the above described tracts will be
ivea not execute a contract within thirty dav
on or before October 1st. 1919.
aiter ii nas oren mauca 10 niia uj uir
asid contract to pro
State Land
Witness my hand and the official seal vide that theOffice,
purchaser may at his option
nf the State Land Office of the State of
of not leaa than one
menta
make
pay
New Mexico, thia ninth day of January, thirtieth of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur
1919.
chase price at any time after the aale and
N. A. FIELD,
exoiration of thirty years froi
to
the
orior
Commissioner ot Public Landa,
the date of the contract and to providr
State of New Mexico for Ihe bavment of anv unoaid balance
at
tr:.- T..i.t
tt mm
the expiration of thirty years from the
arcn
Last ruoncation
wiy.
date of the contract with interest oa defer
red payments at the rate of four per cent
per annum payable in advance on the an
niveraary of the date of the contract, par
8TATE OF NEW MEXICO
tial payments to be credited on the an
niversary of the date of the contract next
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(otic wing the date of tender.

The ssle ol land aelected f.r ihe Santa
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
will be subject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bidder
must pay in cash or certified exchange at
of the purchase
the time of sale,
;
n...a hm him for the land, four
for the balance
in
advance
per cent intereat
)ss
of aucn
purcnaae priv
)
County of Santa Fe,
contract
a
eaecute
to
providing lor
was
I herebv certify that this Instrument
quired
f i led for
on the 11 dav of Jan. A. the payment of the balance of such pur..record
.....- j..i chase price in thirty equal annual instal,.- D u ,
""'J
all deterred payrecorded in Book 2 of the records of Cor ments with interest ofon four
per cent per
at the rate
porations page 547, on this 16th, day of ments
and interest
in
payments
annum
advance,
lanuary, A. D., 1919.
each
ot
year.
due on October first,
Witness my hand and the seal of office,
(SEAL)
The above sale of land will be subject
ALFREDO LUCFRO.
,
exiating righta, easements, rights-of-wayCounty Clerk. Santa Fe County N. M. to valid and
reaervationa.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
STATE CORPORATION' COMMISSION OF
. "v- i ne lonimiinonri
NEW MEXICO
h.M.n tturh aale reserves the risjnt
Certificate of Comparieonr
and all bids offered at aaid
to
any
rejert
of
America
)
United States
ale.
)ss
)
State of New Mexico
Possession under contracts ot sale foi
annexed
It is Hereby Certified, that the
above described tracts will be give,
ia a full, true and complete transcript of the
on or before October 1st, 1919.
the
OIL. AND OAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
Certificate of Incorporation
vvitn.s. en w hand and the official seal
LANDS
of
of the State of
Office
Land
S'ate
the
MANGANESE
THE
Nrw Mexico, this ninth day of Januarys
COMPANY
SANTA
FE COUNTT
T9t9.
(No Stockhol 'ers Liability).
N. A. FIELD,
(9617).
Office of the Commissioner of Public
with the endorsements thereon, as same
Commissioner of Public Lands t Lands,
in the ofState of Nrw Mexico
appears on file and of record Commission.
fice ol th
State Cornoration
1919.
First Publication January 17,1919.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In Testimony Whereof, the Last
March
Publication
State Corporation Comla hereby given that pursuant to
Notice
of
of
State
the
mission
New Mexico has caused
the provisions of an Act of Congress ap(SEAL)
this certificate to he
proved June 2otli, the laws of the State
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
siirned by its Chairman
of New Mexico, and rules and regula
ami the seal of said Comtlons of the State Land Office, the ComPUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
affixed
at
be
mission, to
missioner of Public Lands will offer for
the City of Santa Fe on
LANl SALE
PUBLIC
lease for the mining for, and extraction
this 12th, dav of Decemof oil and gas, at public auction to the
ber, A. D. 1"1R.
DE BACA COUNTY
M. S. (iROVES,
highest bidder at ten o'clock, A. M., i n
Chairman.
in the town
Wednesday,
February Sth
Fubin of
oi
of the Commissifmer
Office
t
San i a i"e, County of Santa Fe, Sta'e
Attest:
Lands,
Ne w Mexico, in front of the court house
MINNIE BRUMBACK,
Mexico.
New
Fe,
Santa
Clerk.
then in, the fullowing described lands,
;
CERTIFICATION OF STf tCKllOI.DLKS'
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
NONLIABILITY
the provisions ot an rtct ot .onurcii my
OF
unm i. s, 9, a.
aatv
i o. l-- 9
t
lune 20iM h. 1910, the rniVlaws ot
ec. id,
THE PAN AMFItlCAV MANGANESE
or rvec. t ; i. i& n ri. 11
ami
and rrif
o.
i
COMPANY
1
to
12,
Lots
B..
the
Inclusive, Stf. Sec. S;
of the Stale land Office
(No Stoclhobbrs'
Liability).
Lands will otter tLjK. Lot 1, 2, 3. 4. KfC 16; L.OUI 1 to
of Public
This is to certify that there shall hi no ("omrnissioner
t 6.
bidder
niu-ieInclusive. HUN WW. SWWEW.
hhr .iie to tne
stockholres liability on account of any
Pr
Mm 9 o'clock, A. M.,
SK. SWtf. Sec. 32; All:oof .Sec.12 36; T. 1 2
stork issued by the
the town of Furl hiimner, Lou y N H
; T.
N.. R.
B A of S(.c
ffiineae Compan- y- N'i Stockholders Liab.lity.- o1W,DeinBaca
State o
The principal office of the slid corpora84. Sec S;
R, Lots 1, 2. 3. 4.
tion in the State of New Mexico is at the of the court houof e h(r;' ''.
.
comprising 4.320.2
Corner of Washington and Palace Avenue; described tract,
acres and designated aa seven sections.
;
l Con,. t'f
and I h
airpnl
Sec.
13;
of
All
NF.',,
Sala No. 1321
and in charge Ihrrrof upon whom
tsuu.dO
0 tld wfl) be accepted for leas than
rmssr SSPB oa, n(l fh rnnmr.itinn Rim. he arc. 11: I. 1 Sare R. no26 K., containing
acres. There
improvements.
An annual rental of $100.00 per Motion
...H U H. W. Smith.
for
said landa. Lease will bo mada in
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we tiavr here
.
.
c
U. T ' 1 V
unto si-- t our handa on this 7th day ol
32ti.au' acres.
e!"
There substantial confomlty with iformiof oil land
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PUBLIC

t

-

FOR PUBLICATION

SALE
The above aale ol land will be subject
to tht following terms and conditions, via.:
EDDY COUNTY.
The tacccaalol bidder mutt pay I the
Office
ol tht Commissiooer ol Poblet
Cotnmieeioaer ol Public Lands or hit agent Landa,
wf the
Santt Ft, New Meaaaa,
holding tnch tale,
price ollered by him lor the InaaL font
Notice it hereby gien that pnrtaaat to
per cent intereat in advance lor th hnl- anca ol tnch uprchaae price, leet tee nV the proviaioaa of an Act ol Congrcea, ap.
vertiaing and appraisement and all coats nroved lust Juih. 1910. the lawa of tka
incidental It the tale herein, each and State of New Mexico and tht rules and
all ol aaid amounts anal he deposited an reamlationa ol the State Land Office the
cath or certified exchange at tht tltae Commissioner of Public Landa will sweat
of aalc and which aaid aaaonntt and ail at public sale to the higheat bidder at
of them tee shIki in forfeiture to the hi o'clock-- , A. as., on luesuay, assrea Ik
State of New Mexico, II the aacetearn 1919. in the town of Carlsbad. Count of
bidder does not execute
contract withte
ddyt State of New Mexico, in front of tna
thirty days after it hat been mailed tt I court house of therein, the foHowina dee- him by th
cribed
tract
Land
State
Office, said con
land, vigi
tract to provide that tht purchaaer mar
Mo No. MM
at hit option make payments of not kits
WHSWtf, See. 36, T.
27
R.
E., containing (0.00 acrea. The
of ninety. five per osat S.,
than
of the purchaar price at nay time allot improvements
consist of fencing, varan
tht tile and prior to the expiration ot S23.00.
thirty yetrt from the date of tht con
No bid oa the above described tract of
Irnct and to provide for the payment or
be
accepted lor less than
any unpaid balance tt tht expirat'it) o. land will DOLLARS
AND FIFTY CENTS
EIGHTEEN
of
from
the
date
the
ton
thirty years
tract with interest on deferred payments ($18.50.) per acre, which ia the appraised
at the rate of four per cent per annaar value thereof and in addition thereto the
the impayable ia advaace on tht annivertary o aucceaaful bidder muston pay for
the land.
the date of the contract, partial payments provements that exiat
to be credited oa the anniversarv ol tht
The above aale of land will be aubieet
date of the contract next following the
to the following terms and conditions, via.:
date of leader.

)

State of New Mexico
)
ie Hereby Certified, that the annexed
ia a full, true and complete traoacript of
the
Certificate of Incorporation
has shinped eight
of
to Colorado all
MANGANESE
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NEW
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LAND
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SALE

MORA COUNTY
Office

the

of

Commissioner

of

Pablle

Lands,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
State of New Mexico nod tbe rules aas
regula tiona of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Laavda will offer
at public sale to the highest bidder (
11
o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday, March
18th,19l9, in the town of Mora. County of
Mora, State of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, vis.;
Sale No. 1321
SEt. ESW. SW
SWX, Sec. 25; SEtfSE, WiSEW, SWji,
Sec. 26; SEH, NWtfNEtf, NEjJ
SWWNWtf,
Sec. 27; N4, WVSSW.
WVSWJ4,
NW,
EKSK& Spc. 28; All of Sec. 33; S'jSW.
KK, Sec. 34; All of Sec 35; T. 23 N., R.
23 E
The imcrtiiinitiK XWU) acres.
provement mtlMM of fencing, value $500. IJ0
No bid on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for less than
FIVE DOLLARS ((5.00) per acre, which ia
the appraised value thereof and io addition thereto the successful bidder must
pay for the improvements that exiat om
the land.
No.

Sale
NWU.

See.

1322

16:

-

NEji.

T.

20

N,.

NWJ4
EtfNW,
R. 21 E., con- -

acres.
Ihe improvement
taming
consist of fencing, value $275.00. No bid oa
the above described tract of land will to
accepted for lest than $10.00 per acre.
2WI.O0

Each of
be offered

tracta

the above described
for sale separately.

will

The above sale of land will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, vis.-The successful bidder must, pay to th
Commissioner of Public Lands or hia agent
of tht
such sale,
holding
price offered by him for the land, four
per cent interest in advance for the balance of such purchase price, feci for ad
vert i sing and appraisement and all cost
incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of sud amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time ol aala
and which said amount a and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty day
after it has hren mailed to him by tne
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State I. anil Office, s;iid contract to provide that the purrh.iST may at his optio
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
make
Davmrnt. of not less than oat- of the pur-- j
OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS thirtieth oi nimty five pr
chase price at any time af'rr the sale and
r.f
the
to
COUNTY
thirty years from
expiration
QUAY
prior
the dan of the contrut ?.nd to provide
the
of
t'omuiissinnf r ol I'iiMic ii ir he pay men of any unpaid balance at
Office
thr
thr expirati"!i of tlcriy
Lands,
date of the contract vnh itiit M on defer
of
four
at
cent
the
rale
Nrw
Mexico
prr
fi
Santa
payments
, per
in advance on the an
,innvm jmv.iM.'
- H
nt hr r.iftrjM. par
XiMi.-- e
is ln'iihv Riven that pursuant in nivrt:u v 'if
n the ao
crcdntil
tial
to
payment
tlie provisions oi mi Act 'A Conitress
uf the
la'e cf the ci.'inract next
niversary the
J'llir .'Hill, 1910. the laws of
of
date
ifnlh.vvifig
tender.
r.pul.i-tionand
and
New
rules
of
Mexico,
of llie Slate Land Office, the Comabve n.ili rf land will be subject
missioner cf Puli lie Lands will olfcr for toThe
valid existing rtrhi,
at
jeane for the mining for and extraction
rigu
an.i
of oil and gas, at public auction to thr
M
Wed10
on
,
A.
o'clock
bidder at
highest
1
of
Public
t
The
or his
ands
ommissionrr
March 12th, 1919, in the town of.
nesd.-iy-,
'"
"" .
?,'k.r.r,P7'" 'h. aaid
Tucunicari, County of Quay, Slate ol NewnJ
"
"'
Mexico, in front ..f the court house there- n,r- -')'''
in, the fullowing described lands,
Possrssion under contract of sate for the
,
Lota 1, 2, S'iNE;-Sale No. L-- lt
Wi above described tracta will be given on
Stia. W'S. Sec. 2: T. 11 N., K. JJ t., All or nctore ucloter 1st, liy.
of Sec. 16; T. 11 N R. 34 E., NEjdSVVM,
Witness my hand and the official aeal
Sec. 2; All of Sec. 16; T. 11 N., I.
a., of thr Slate Land Office of the State of
All of Sec. 16; T 11 N., R. 35 E, All of New Mexico, this twenty-seventday oi
Sec. 16; T. 11 N., R. 36 E., All of Sec.
.; Dercnber, 191.
T. 12 N., R. 33
., All of Sections 16 and
FRED MULLER,
36; T. 12 N., R. 34 E., All of Sectiona 16,
Commiaaiouer
of Public Lands
36; T. 12 N, M. 35 E, Lots 1, 2, SANTM.
State of Ncw Mexico.
Sec. 2: All of Sec 16;
VV'KSEM,
SEMSW,
T. 12 N., R. 36 E., All of Sec 36; T. U N., Firat Publication Ian. 3. 1919.
R. 36 E., Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec 32; T. 13 N.. Last Publication March 14, im
R. 37 L., compriaing 9J04.S4 scree, designated as eleven aections, but ao more than
eight sectiona will be included in any one
lease contract.

v''.
f

s

be accepted for less than
an snnual rental of $100.00 per aection for
Lease will be made ia subssaid landa.
tantial conformity with form of oil and gas
leaae on iile in the office of the Commissioner of Public Landa. copy of which
will be furnished on application. At time
H
of bidding the auccessful bidder will be
required to pay the Commissioner of PubSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
lic Lands the amount ol the firet yesr'a
rental offered, the coat of sdvertiaing snd
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
expenses incidentsl thereto. Possession will
be given aa aooa as contract of lease ia
PUBLIC LAND BALE
executed by the eucceeaful bidder, which
muet be within thirty days from date of
SAN JUAN COUNTY
bid in order to evoia forfeiture of righta
Office
af the Commissi nasr si Public and sll aaoaeys paid.
Witness my band and the official seal
Saata Fa, Net
of the State Land Office nf the State of
New Mexico, this fourteenth day ol DeNotice is hereby gives that pursuant
cember, 19U.
tne atwvtoioas ol aa Act al ioagress
FRED MULLER,
proved Jane IDta. HM, the laws sf
Commiaatoner ol Public Landa,
State af New Mexico, sad rales sad reguStats of New Mexico.
lations af the State Laad Office, the
of Public Landa will offer at Firat Publication December 30, 1911.
Last Publication March 7, KM,
public sale to tbe highest bidder st
A. M., oa Wednesday, February
o'clock
5th, 1919, ia the towa of Artec, County of
Saa Jaaa, Stale of New Mexico, in front I
I
of the court honee therein, the following
described tract nf laad, vis:
Sals Ne. U1T
SMNEM. Sec 7, T..J0
N.( R. 11 W., containing at.0t seres. The
THE LOGICAL TREATMENT
im provementa consist of house, barn, garage,
DIRECT-OUi- aC
fencing, sad fruit trees, value tt.225.uu.
EFFECTIVE
FOR THE MOST OBSTINATE CASES
No bid oa the shove described tract will
be accepted lor less thaa THREE DOL- Said By
No

bid

CLASS! F I ED

will

llrtcTlftNr
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PULONAL
MARRY IF SINGLE for sure marriage best
largeat ia tbe Country eatabliahed II pears.
Thousands Honorable Wealthy members
Wishing Early marriage, both aex. Strictly
Confidential liat free The Old Reliable Club
732 Madison, Oahlaad, Calil.-- No.

FUTURE FORETOLD: Send dime,
age, birtbdate for truthful; reliable, con-OX
vincing trial reading. Haael Hause, F
Box, I4fnv Los Angeles, Cal No. 241.32s.
YOUR

MARRY Thousands lonely, congenial sse
bers, worth 150,000 up, will marry. D
criptioasCsL-- FREE.
Ralph Hyde, Sea Fn
No.
Cisco,

I

I

MARRY IF LONELY; for results try nam
beet and moat successful "Home Mskev
hundreds rich wish marriage Boon; strict
ly confidential; moat reliable; years sf aa- description free. "Thc Success
Krieace;
I
Mra. Purdie. Bos 55. Oahlaad.
'
Calif--

No.

WIDOW AND MAIDEN worth aver tJO.00.
anxious to marry honorable gentlessea.
Writr, Mra Warn. 2216M Temple, Las
Angeles, Calif. No. 222.

LONELY WIDOW worth
Box
, Messenger,
222.
No.

$30,000

las

would

Angeles,

many.

lal.

A

v

J
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"Drive on !" be said angrily, and the safety, and she knew It Had he not the sneer in Karl's voice. His siulisl
coachman touched bis whip to the been so mad about her be might have was forced. She guessed that be bud
horses. But they only reared, to be pitied her, but be felt no pity, only a beard of Nikky Lurlsch-before- ,
that,
grasped at the bridles by hostile bands deep and resentful determination to Indeed, he knew probably more than
ahead.
get rid of Ailkky, and then to warm she did. Just what, she wondered,
her by his own fire. He might have was there to knowT A great deal, If
Karl half rose from bis seat
"Sit still, majesty," said the chancel- to break her first. After that manner one could Judge by Hedwlg's face,
lor. "It Is the students.
"I hope you are working hard at
They will had many queens of Karnia come to
the throne.
He smiled behind bis your lessons, Otto," she said, In the4
talk, that Is all."
By
But It came perilously near to be- small mustache.
severe tone which Otto bad learned
When tea was almost over, the that most people use when they refel COMPLETE MILITARY HIGHWAY
ing a riot Led by some students,
He to lessons.
pushed by others, the crowd sur- crown prince was announced.
rounded the two carriages, first mut- came in, rather nervously, with his
"I'm ofruld I'm not doing very well, Road From Alexandria to Camp
AllBIhuBeMmd
Oepfitfhfc UtT, tp tb Bldffway Company
Copyright, 1917, by Harjflloberts Blnehsrt
Humphreys Is Longest Jtoad Out--tering, then yelling. A stone waa hands thrust In his trousers pockets. Tante. But I've learned the 'Getty
side of Cantonments.
hurled, and struck one of the horses. He was very shiny with soap and burg address.' Shall I say It?"
Another dented the body of the car- water and his hnlr was still damp
"Heavens, not" she protested. Shi
by the United States DepartIn bis tnllless black had not the faintest idea what th (Prepared ment
riage Itself. A man with a handker- from parting.
The leader nodded.
of Agriculture.)
chief tied over the lower half of bis Jacket, his long gray trousers, and his "Gettysburg
was.
address"
Shi
Nine
of concrete road between
miles
"By chance," said the concierge, face mounted the shoulders of two round Eton
THROUGH ADELBERT THE COMMITTEE OF TEN LEARNS
Mr.
a
be
looked
like
Gludstone.
suspected
collar,
"this this brave veteran" he glanced
Alexandria, Va., and
HumphThe countess had relapsed Into sil- reys, Va., soon will be Camp for
companions, and harangued the crowd.
anxious little schoolboy, und not
use,
ready
contemptuously at the huddled figure They wanted no friendship with Kar- very at all.
THE SECRET PASSAGE
ence. A little back from the family
royal
In the chulr "has come across an old
marking the completion of planning
nla. Were they to lose their national
she
had
whole
watched
the
re
circle,
and
over,
Greetings
having
and
passage, the one which rumor has said existence? He exhorted them madly
supervisory work done by enquested that his ten be half milk, with scene stonily, and knowing Karl as gineers of the bureau of public roads
which
for
under
and
the
lay
wall,
city
Prince
Ferdinund
A
William
of
the
babel
handkerchief.
8ynopsla.
Otto, heir to the throne of
four lumps of sugar, tie carried his only a wohmn who loves sincerely and of the United States
we have at different times Instituted through
department of
Livonia, In unaware of plots of the terrorists to form a republic. Ills
noise, of swinging back and forth, of cup over beside Hedwlg, and sut down long can know a man, she Vnew ths
search."
agriculture for the military authoriIn
to
the
order
to
mounted
grandfather,
king,
preserve the kingdom, arranges for
police
through
pushing
Inner
saw
on
of
his
She
mind.
a
a
chair.
silence.
Followed
short
workings
He paused, to give his words weight. surround the
ties. The roud from Alexandria to
the marriage of Princess Hedwlg, Otto's cousin, to King Kurl of
carriage, of cries and the with tho archduchess busy with the anger In the very turn of his head
That they were of supreme Interest
camp Humphreys is the longest miliKarnla. Hedwlg rebels because of an attachment she has formed for
voices of the student tea
dominating
set
saw
of
his
But
and
she
Loschek
Jaw.
more,
Olgu
watching
could be told by the craning forward
things,
demagogues. Then at last a semblance Karl, and Karl Intently surveying the Jealousy, and was herself half mad tary highway outside of cantonments
Countess
Captain Nikky Lurisch, I'rluce Otto's personal attendunt.
of the committee.
that has been planned and supervised
of order, low muttering, an escort of crown
Loschck, uttuched to the menage of Archduchess Anuunclatu, is In
Ferdinand
William with It
prince.
"The entrance Is concealed at the police with drawn revolvers around the
love with the king of Knniia, for whom she acts as spy. She Is
She
knew
htm
had
her
well.
She
a
broke
it
who
disliked
Otto,
silence,
base of the old Gate of the Moon. Our
threatened by the committee of ten, lenders of the terrorists, unless
carriage, and It moved ahead.
first.
self, for years, held him by holding
friend here followed It and reports
It all the chancellor had sat
she bows to the committee's will und helps to secrete the crown prince
Through
off
winter flan- herself dear, by the very difficulty of
"I've
token
Just
my
It In good condition. For a mile or with folded arms.
when the king, who Is very ill, dies. Nikky Is torn between love and
Only his livid face nels," he observed.
"I feel very attaining her. And now this indifferthereabouts It follows the line of the told of bis
a sense of duty and loyalty to his king. Without Karl's support the
fury. Karl, too, had sat Im- smooth and nice underneath."
ent, white-facegirl, who might .be
and
turns
Then
wall.
it
destroyed
passive, picking at his small mustache.
king's death would bring the terrorists Into control. The terrorists fix
reached his. Indeed, for the taking, but who
Hilda
but
Hedwlg
giggled,
to
the
Itself."
goes
palace
But, as the carriage moved on, he over and stroked his arm. "Of course would offer or
the camlvul as the time for kldnuplug the crown prince.
promise no love, was
"Into the palace?"
said : "A few moments ngo I observed
rousing blm to the instinct of posses"By a flight of stairs, Inside the that there had been few changes. But you do," she said gently.
"Nikky," continued Prince William sion by her very indifference. He had
wall, to a door In tho roof. This door, there has been, I
perceive, after all, a Otto,
CHAPTER XIV Continued.
lighted, und In the foyer, strutting which was lokod, he opened, having great
stirring his tea, "does not wear told her the truth, that night In the
change."
13
mountain liui.
about, wus bis successor. Old Adel- carried keys with him. The door he
It was Hedwlg he
"One cannot Judge the many by the any flannels. Miss Braitbwalte thinks
The concierge bent closer over the bert quickened his steps.
wanted, Iledv.ig herself, her heart, all
he Is very careless."
describes as In the tower. As It was few, majesty."
table. "Doctor Weidernmn, the king's
At the edge of the pluce, neur the night, he could not see clearly, but
King Karl's eyes gleamed with of her. And, if she knew Karl, be
But Karl only raised his eyebrows.
physician, Is one of us," he whispered. statuo of the queen, they took a car, the roof nt that point Is flat."
In his rooms, removing the dust of amusement. He saw the Infuriated would move heaven and earth to get
the thing he wunted.
"The king lives now only because of and so reached the borders of the city.
"Stand up, Adelbert," said the leader his Journey, broken by the automobile
She surveyed tbe group. How little
stlmuluuts to the heart. Ills body Is After that they wulkcd far. The scent sharply. "This that our comrade tells
ucross the mountains where the
trip
already dead. When the stimulants of the earth, fresh turned by the Is true?"
they knew whut was In store for them
two railroads would some duy meet,
cease, he will die."
She, Olga Loschek, by tbe lifting of
plough, was In their nostrils. Cattle,
"It Is true, excellency."
Karl reflected on the situation. A dual
Ho turned out after tho long winter,
Old Adelhurt covered his eyes.
a nnger. could turn their smug superi"Shown a diagram of the palace, monarchy, one portion of It restless
had gone too fur to retreat now. grazed or lay in the fields. Through could you locate this door?"
ority into tears and despair, could ruin
und revolutionary, was less desirable
Driven by brooding and trouble, he had the ooze of the road the two plodded ;
them and send them flying for shelter
Old Adelbert stared around him thnn the present peace and
prosperity
to the very ends of the earth.
allied himself with the powers of durk-oee- old Adelbert struggling through with
hopelessly. It was done now. Noth- of Karnia. And unrest was contagious.
But when she looked at the little
difficulty, tho concierge exhorting him ing that ho could say or refuse to say He
might find himself In a difficult
lie sat silent while the concierge Impatiently to haste.
crown prince, legs dangling, ea'lng his
would change that. He nodded.
position.
cleared the table, und put the dishes
thin bread und butter as only i hun
At lust the leader paused, and surWhen, soon after, a chart of the
He glanced about his rooms. In one
in a pan for hLs niece to wash. And veyed his surroundings:
gry small boy can eat, she shivered.
"Here I palace was placed on the table, he in- of them Prince Hubert had met his
throughout the evening he said little. must cover your eyes, comrade," he dlcatcd the location of the door with a
By what means must she do all this!
death.
was
Mettwell
It
enough for
At something before midnight he and said. "It Is a formality all must comBy what unspeakable means!
Is there," he llch to
"It
trembling
forefinger.
sny the few could not speak for
his host were to set out on a grave ply with."
said thickly. "And may God forgive the many. It took but one man to do
t
Building a Better Road.
matter, nothing less than to visit the
Karl snw the king that evening, a
Old Adelbert drew back. "I do not me for tho thing I have done !"
a murder, Karl reflected grimly.
committee of ten, and Impart the old like your rule. I am not as other men.
short visit marked by extreme formal- by engineers of the bureau, although
But when be arrived for tea In the
soldier's discovery. In the Interval he I must seo where I go."
ity, ond, on the king's part, by the the total construction planned and suCHAPTER XV.
archduchess' white drawing room he
snt wnlting, anil nursing his grievances
keen and frank scrutiny of one who pervised by these engineers aggregates
"I shall lead you curefully. And, If
was
urbane
and
He
kissed
to keep them warm.
smiling.
is near the end and fears nothing but several hundred miles nnd covers pracKing Karl.
He
you feur, I can curry you."
hand
of
the
the
archduchess
and
bent
Black Humbert, waiting for the hour chuckled ut the
the final moment. Karl found the tically all the recognized types of con
"They love us dearly! said King over
But old AdelHedwlg's with a flush of white
to start and tilling his tankard repeat bert knew wellthought.
s
meeting depressing and the king's eyes struction, from sand clay to
that he could do It Karl.
teeth.
The chancellor, who sat beside him
dly, grew loquacious. He hinted of knew that he was us u child to those
disconcerting.
bituminous surfaces and concrete
saw
Then
he
his
and
Loschek,
roads. Seventeen highway engineers
mighty arms. He submitted to the In the royal carriage, shrugged his smile stiffened. Olga
The countess came
and one superintendent of construcbandage, however, with an 111 grace shoulders. "They have had little rea- forward,
a
sees
Loschek
Countess
as
and
he
extended
curtsied,
son to love, In the past, majesty," be
that caused the concierge to smile.
tion were detailed to military work by
next
The
chance
for
revenge.
to
his
hand
touched
it
her,
lightly
the
bureau in July, 1917, the period of
"It hurts your dignity, eh, old said briefly.
the
installment
exciting
her
with
were
gives
Hps. They
quite cold.
Karl laughed, and watched the
rooster 1" he said Jovially. "Others, of
their assignments varying from three
details.
For Just nn Instant their eyes met.
He
the
chancellor
rode
and
crowd.
to fifteen months.
greater dignity, have felt the 6ame.
It wus, on the surface, an amiable
alone, Karl's entourage, a very modest and
But all submit in tho end."
tea party.
BE CONTINUED.)
had
(TO
quiet
Hedwig
In
another
one,
carriage. taken
following
Ho piloted the veteran among the
KEEP TRAVELED ROADS OPEN
up her position by a window,
graves with the ease of fomillnrUy. There was no military escort, no pomp, and was conspicuously silent. Behind
FOR PRISONER
"SOFT
SNAP"
It
had
been
felt
unwise.
Karl, paying
Only once he spoke. "Know you where
her were the soft ring of sliver against
Highway Commissioners of Several
ostensibly a visit of sympathy, had
you are?"
Eastern States Plan to Remove
china, the countess' gay tones, Karl's
Jail Declared Unsanitary, He Will
come
unofficially.
"In u Held," said Adelbert, "recently
suave ones, assuming gravity, us he
Serve His Sentence In Office of
Snow This Winter.
Tho chancellor was not so calm as
ploughed."
inquired as to his majesty's health;
County Commissioner!.
"Aye, in a Held, right enough. But he appeared. He had lined the route the Archduchess Annunciata pretend A Babel of
Highway commissioners or their
Noise, of Swinging Back
one which sows corruption, and raises from the station to the palace with his
New York, Connectiing a solicitude she did not feel. And
Declaring thnt the county Jull was
and Forth.
nothing, until perhaps great St. Ga- men; had prepared for very contin- all forced, all artificial.
Insnnitary and unfit for a human be- cut, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and
briel calls in his crop."
gency so fur as he could without call-lu- g
face
of
and
the
bent
archduchess,
"Grandmother," Hedwlg whispered
ing to be confined In, nnd that the Delaware recently met with the Highout the guard, as the carriage,
Then, realizing the meaning of the
from her window to the austere old toward the crown prince with eurnest-nes- county authorities nppnrently are dif- way Truffle association of the state of
mounds over which he trod, old Adel- druwn by Its four chestnut horses, bronze
fident about remedying the situation, New York and reported that plans had
figure In the place, "was It
moved slowly along the streets, his
bert crossed himself.
"As a mntter of fact," he said,
like this with you, at first? Did you
Presiding Judge Kenneth Mucklntosh been made to keep the most traveled
under
their
thatch
eyes
suba
hnndful
overhanging
of
know
"since
meet
this
mentioned
the
huve
"Only
you
shiver when he touched your hand?
ordered Joe Ambrose, who pleaded roads open every day this winter. Of
ing place," boasted the concierge. "I, were watching ahead, seurchlng the And doesn't it matter, after a year?'
ject, I do not wear any either. Your guilty to petty larceny, to be confined nn
appropriation of $1,000,000 made by
and u few others. Only we may meet crowd for symptoms of unrest
seem
most
and
I
surprisingly In the office of the county commissionVery feeble," said the archduchess' 'Nikky'
New York for maintenance of the
saw
and
in
he
with the committee face to face."
to
same
tastes
the
about
have
various
Anger
plenty,
voice, behind her, "but so brave a
ers for SO days.
routes used by army transport trucks
"You must hnve great Influence," oh suspicion. Scowling faces and frown- lesson to us all."
things."
Mackintosh likewise Intimated $5X1,000 Is available for snow removal.
Judge
served old Adelbert timidly.
ing brows. But as yet there was no
"Do
you like dogs?" Inquired the that more prisoners may be sentenced In Connecticut the cost
"He has had a long and
of snow re"I control the guilds. He who today disorder. He sut with folded arms, career," Karl observed. "Itconspicuous
is sad, but crown prince, much Interested.
to the commissioners' office, unless moval on 1,000 miles of highway agcan swny lubor to his will Is power- magnificent in his uniform beside Karl, we must all come to It I
"Dogs I Why, yes. I have quite a
he will
better
to
soon
are
hope
taken
provide
steps
gregated about $50,000 last winter, or
number of dogs."
ful; very powerful, comrade. Labor who wore civilian dress and looked be able to see me,
quarters for county prisoners than the approximately $50 a mile.
Is the great beast which tires of car less royal than perhaps he felt
be
nicer
would
It
"I
should
think
her
said
mother,
"Hedwlg!"
sharp
Jail.
And Karl, too, watched the crowd,
to have Just one dog, and be very present
rying burdens, and Is but now learning
ly, "your tea Is getting cold."
The order of the court was carried WAR TEACHES GREAT LESSON
Its strength."
would
fond
of
I
But
feeling Its temper and feigning an InIt
suppose
they
room.
turned
the
toward
Hedwlg
out after Ambrose hod refused to enk
difference he did not feel. Olga
"Aye," suid old Adelbert "Had
Llstlessness gave her an added dignity, eat a great deal. Do you believe in list In the Canadian army In order to
had been right. He did not want a new charm. Karl's eyes flamed as love at first sight?"
been wise, I would have Joined a guild.
Soldiers Returning From France Tell
gain a suspension of bis sentence. He
Then I might huve kept my place at trouble. More than that, he was of he watched her. Even her coldness
"Otto I" said the archduchess, ex- is
of Many Advantages of Improved
Italian subject, and declared be
an
He Piloted the Veteran Among the the opera. As It Is, I stood alone, and an age now to crave popularity. Many
to him. He had a feeling tremely shocked.
Highway System.
appealed
United
to
vns
the
for
fight
willing
Graves.
of the measures which had made him that the coldness was
He turned to her apologetically. "I
they put me out."
a young
only
not
Canada.
but
for
States,
"You do not stand alone now. Stand beloved In his own land had no higher girl s armor, that under It was a deep was only trying to find out how many
One of the great lessons at home
Ambrose In
A cot was provided
past matters In which he had proved by us, and we will
which the great war taught us is that
support you. The purpose than this, the smiles of the ly passionate woman. The thought of things he and Nikky agreed about," the auditorium of the for,
commissioners'
bis value to the cause. Old Adelbert
crowd. So he watched and talked of
will not forget Its friends."
seeing her come to deep, vibrant life he explained. "Nikky believes in love office, and three deputy sheriffs, each of good roads. Ask any of the solgathered that, if he had not actually republic
Thus heartened, old Adelbert bright- indifferent things.
at first sight. He says It Is the only
diers from "over there" when they
In his arms thrilled him.
murdered the late crown prince and
working eight hours, will stand guard
"It is ten years since I have been
When be carried her tea to her, he real kind of love, because love Isn't over him until his sentence Is com return how they found the roads and
his wife, he hud been closely con- ened up somewhat Why should he, an
he observed, "but there are few bent over her. "Please I" he said. a thing you think out You only feel
cerned In It His thin, old flesh crept old soldier, sweat at the thought of here,"
pleted. Two extra deputies, and per- highways of Europe, and ask especial
It"
"Try to like me.
ly those engineers and members of the
with anxiety. It wus a bad business, blood? Great chuges required heroic changes."
"We hnve built no great buildings,"
The archduchess met Karl's eyes. haps three, will have to be employed motor corps what In their estimation,
meusures. It was because be was old
"I'm sorry," Hedwlg said quickly.
to
order
of
the
the
court
out
and he could not withdraw.
carry
said Mettllch
You see!" she said.
"Wars have left "Mother has forgotten the lemon."
to a res- was one of the greatest advantages the
"We should have had the child, too," that he feared change. He stumped us no money, bluntly. for
"But it is sound doctrine," Karl ob The prisoner will be taken
majesty,
Karl smiled and, shrugging his
building I"
allies had In the transportation of
his
meals.
Seattle
taurant
for
boasted the concierge, "and saved through the passageway without urgThat being a closed road, so to shoulders, fetched the lemon. "Right served, bending fvrwnrd and with a
and stood erect and with shoulders
food and supplies and they will state
much bother. But he bad been, un- ing,
at
Karl
tried
"I
another.
rewe
slanting
glance
"The
"And
while
the
he
was
now?"
Hedwlg.
speak,
aren't
squured
quite
Inquired.
that outside of a never ceasing flow of
bunduge
known to us, sent to tho country. A moved.
agree with him again. And this friend
going to have a talk together?"
motortrucks and equipment the excelMiners Live Long.
matter of milk, I believe."
of
he
thinks
love
Is
yours,
the
we
I
shall."
dare
wish
He
wus
"If you
It,
say
than Olga
only
Is an extraordinary fact that even lent highways and roads permitted the
It
"But you suy you do not war on Loschck hudrather longer
In
the
I
dare
thing
world,
say?"
been In comprehending
"Majesty," said Hilda, frowning Into
when deaths from accident are Includ- uninterrupted use of this equipment
children I"
Well, he thinks a great deal of it
her teacup. "I see a marriage for
his
the rate of mortality among miners
ed,
"Bah! A babe of a few months. saw surroundings. His old eyes at first
But
he
love
that
of
comes
says
country
little but the tublc and its candles
you." She Ignored her mother's scowl,
Great Britain Is materially lower ROAD OFFICIALS TO QUALIFY
of
Furthermore," said the concierge, "I in their
before
first
else."
and tilted her cup to examine It
onythlng
gruesome holders. But when
have a nose for the police. I
The archduchess glanced at Hedwls than that among any other big class
"A marriage!" Karl Joined her, and
he saw the committee his heart failed.
of labor, except agriculturists, and ap Civil 8erviee Examinations Required
a spy, as a dog scents a bone. Who,
The
girl had closed her
Here, embodied before him, was everypeered with mock anxiety at the tea furiously.
lower than the average rate
think you, discovered Hueckel?"
of Candidates for Highway
was
and
that my fate eyes,
he had loathed during all his
grounds.
sitting detached and preciably
"Strange
of
among males. This fact
"Ilaeckel !" Old Adelbert sat upright thing
Offices.
should be confined in so small a com- pale. She would have liked to box her wasmortality
and
upright
years
loyal
anarchy,
Doctor
discovered by
Tatham,
In his chair.
treason.
His face worked.
pass! A happy marriage? Which am ears. Karl was no fool, and there was while
murder,
acting as superintendent of sta
Some of the states and cities re"Aye, Ilaeckel, Haeckel the Jovial, The cords In his neck stood out like
talk enough. He would bear It of
I?"
tistics In the office of the registrar gen quire candidates for appointment to
Who but IT
the archconsplrutor.
"The long yellow leaf. Yes, It looks course.
drawn to the breaking point
strings
eral. Doctor Tatham points out that the highway departments to pass a
suspected him. He was too fierce. lie
"Tell os about your Dllcrimaire.
But you may be rather
happy.
ror
concierge was speaking,
while the risk of fatal accidents among civil service
had no caution. He was what a peace all ine
Otto," she suggested.
shocked when I tell you."
examination, thus removhis boasting, he was 111 at ease.
coal miners Is much greater than
ful citizen may fancy a revolutionist His voice had lost Its
offices from political Influence.
the
Well, I went," said the crown the
"Shocked?"
ing
and
bravado,
other males generally, their This is
to be. I watched him. He was not bad taken on a
"I think," said Hilda, grinning, "that prince reflectively. "We walked a long among
greatly to be desired. Men who
fawning note.
death by disease la much lower, have shown
brave. He was reckless because he
ume, ana it was very warm. I have risk of16.6
good administrative abilyou are going to marry me."
"This Is the man of whom word was
cent
less
than
occu
all
per
being
had nothing to fear. And at last
should be continued In office. In
quite a large blister, and the arch
"Delightful 1"
sent to the committee," he said.
23.2 per cent less than ity
and
males,
pied
him."
caught
the communities where this policy has
"And we are going to have"
bishop bad to take his shoes off and
ventured to ask that be be allowed
males. While coal miners
Old Adelbert was sitting forward on to come
"Hilda 1" cried the archduchess fret walk in his stockings, because bis feet that of all
because he brings in
more than the aver- been followed there is general satisto
suffer
appear
the edge of his chair, his Jaw dropped. formation here,
faction with road and street
fully, "Do stop that nonsense and let hurt No one saw. It was on a coun
of value."
"And what then?" he gasped. "lie
us talk. I was trying to recall, this try lane. But I'm afraid It didn't do age mortality from bronchitis, they
"Step forward, comrade," said the
from consump
marked
show
Immunity
was but a boy. Perhaps you mis leader.
morning," she said to KarL ."when yon very much good." He drew a long
"What Is your name and oc
tion, their mortality from that disease
judged him. Boys are reckless."
last visited us." She knew it quite oreatn.
T"
Caring for Highways.
being less than half the average. From
"I caught him," said the concierge cupation
"NoT" Karl Inquired.
but
she
In caring for highways used now
Karl
well,
preferred
to
having
occu
As
"Adelbert,
excellency.
nervous system their
the
of
diseases
"I have said It He knew much. He
think she had forgotten. "It was, I
ten times as much as they were a year
Suddenly the boy's chin quivered.
pation, for years I was connected with
bad names, places, even dates, For the
He was terribly afraid he was going mortality Is 18 per cent lower; heart ago nothing could fit the case so well
believe, Just before Hubert"
opera. Twenty years, excellency,
10
cent
and
from
lower,
disease,
per
he
confessed."
that matter,
"Yes," said Karl gravely, "Just be to cry, and took a large sip of tea, disease of the
Then I grew old, and another" His
liver, 10 per cent lower as "a stitch in time saves nine."
"Then he Is dead?" quavered old voice broke.
fore.
wnicn cleared his voice.
males.
all
than
among
Adelbert.
"Otto was a baby then."
"My grandfather is not any better,"
Cellsrs for Vegetables.
"What Is the Information that brings
The concierge shrugged his shoul
A
he
small
said.
remember
child.
very
I
some
one
else
cellars for vegetables need
hereT"
you
Storage
"Perhaps
"Unsinksble".
Ships.
fas said briefly.
ders, "Of course
that I was afraid to handle him."
should have gone. I- am not very
a cool temperature. If there Is a furold Adelbert wept, terrible
Suddenly
unslnkable
to
"With
ships,"
regard
"For a time he was kept here, In an, tears that forced their way from his
"He Is a curious boy, old beyond his good," he explained to KarL
"It
a writer in a London paper, "Mr. nace In the cellar, partition off tho
upper room. He could have saved faded eyes, and ran down his cheeks.
years. Rather a little prig, I think. ought to be a very good person. He says
Pitt's
plan depended on the use of space for storage.
himself, if be would. We could hare "I cannot excellencies!" be cried.
He has an English governess, and she Is very sick."
air and of certain struccompressed
used him. .But be turned sulky, re And I cannot"
has made him quite a little woman."
"Perhaps," suggested Karl mockingChicken Selective Draft.
modifications of the hull in order
fused speech, did not eat When he He collapsed into the chair, and
Karl laughed, bnt Hedwlg flushed. ly, with a glance at Hedwlg, "they tural
Culling Is the selective draft applied
enable it to be used. Incidentally,
"It Is There," He Said Thickly.
was taken away," be added with unc throwing his arms across the table
"He Is not that sort at all," she de- should have sent this 'Nikky of to
his designs included a method of In- to your flock of chickens.
tion, "be was so weak that be ctrold bowed bis bead on them. His shoul- crown prince must be quite a lad," he clared stoutly. "He Is lonely and and yours."
the ship's decks with her
corporating
Hot walk." He rose and consulted
Annunciata stirred restlessly.
ders heaved nnder his old uniform. experimented.
She sides, for which he claimed that It
"He was a babe in rather pathetic. The troth Is that no
Keep the Dogs Tied.
one really cares for him, except"
great silver watch. "We can go now," The committee stirred, and the con arms, then, but frail, I thought"
considered this talk of Nikky In would
Put the dog on the same legal status
add greatly to the strength of
be said. "The committee likes prompt- cierge caught him
said
Lartsch!"
execrable
tho
taste.
'Except Captain
"He is sturdy now." The chancellor
brutally by the
the hull for resisting external shocks as sheep, hogs, horses and cattle. Take
ness."
archduchess smoothly. "Yon and he,
"He Is not particularly good." '
wrist
relapsed Into watchfulness.
all kinds. I did not presume In away his right to run at large day or
of
done
They left together, the one striding
so
bo Is not parti cularli 1912, and I do not know, to express night
your best by him,
"Oh,
"Before I see the Princess Hedwlg." Hedwlg, have
Up with your be said, from
oat with long steps that were sur- clenched teeth. "What stupidity Is Karl made another attempt "it
good?"
might surely."
any confident opinion on a technical
The bit of byplay was not lost on
.
prisingly light for bis size, the other, this? Would yon play with death
"Well, be thinks he Isn't He ears matter which only an expert can Judge
be well to tell me how she feels about
Alfalfa Hay Is Fin.
back
a
one
as
Karl
who
walks
hanging
But old Adelbert was beyond fear. things, I would like to feel that the
trifle,
the sudden stiffening of Hed- be doesn't find it easy to love his properly; but It certainly seems to me
Alfalfa hay Is fine for the colts,
because be must Old Adelbert, who He shook his bead. "I cannot" be prospect Is at least not disagreeable to wlg's back, Olga'a narrowed eyes. country more than
anything In the that tbe problem of keeping a ship calves, pigs and Iambs. It Is largely
bad loTed his king better than bis muttered, his face hidden.
Olga had been right, then. Trust her world, for one thing. And be smokes afloat after she has been torpedoed replacing bran.
her."
was
a
Then the concierge stood erect and
country,
lagging "patriot" that
The chancellor was not listening. for knowing facta when they were dis- a great many cigarettes."
ought not to be beyond the power of
night His breath came short and folded his arms across his chest "He There was trouble ahead. It bad come, agreeable. His eyes became set and "Another taste In common" Jeered human
Value 'of Colony House,
Ingenuity to solve; and the Inlabored. His throat was dry. As they Is terrified, that Is all," be said. "If then, after alL He muttered some- watchful, hard, too, had any noticed. KarL In bis smooth,
The value of the. colony house lies
Ironic fluences which might lead to the
carefully
passed the opera, however, be threw the committee wishes, I can tell tbem thing behind bis gray mustache. The There were ways to deal with such a tones.
of plans for this purpose In the chance of giving the growing
bis bead op. The performance was of this matter. Later, bo can bo In horses stopped, as the crowd suddenly situation, of coarse. They were glv- Annunciata was In tbe last stares six years ago ought not to be In opera- - birds a changed environment
over, bat the great boose was still terrogated."
closed In front of them.
lng blm this girl to secure their own Jof Irritation. There was no nii.t.nn. a
today."
u
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GEHMANY MUST PAY
Boche Entitled to No More Sympathy Than Any Criminal.

.

WRECKED

CITIES

AND LIVES

Many Girls In Lille Are Mother of
Babee Whose Fathers Are Germans Punishment Cannot
Be Too Severe.
By WRIGHT A. PATTERSON.
When a robber breaks Into your
house and steals that which he can
carry away and, then destroys that
which he cannot steal, you expect that
when caught he will be punished both
for what be stole and for what he destroyed.
So It is with Germany.
The German army, acting under the
orders of the German government,
stole everything It could carry away In
the invaded sections of Belgium, and
France, nnd what It could not carry
away it destroyed.
I was In the city of Lille very shortly after the retreating Germans had
evacuated It. Before the war Lille
had been one of the busiest and most
prosperous manufacturing towns In all
of Europe, Its great factories, producing linens, cottons, velvets, ribbons
and woolen goods, had patrons all over
the world, and its sugar and chemical
plants supplied much of France with
these products.
For four years, during the German
occupation, the factories of Lille had
been idle. They are Idle today, and
they will be Idle for many months to
come.
The reason Is that Germany
stole the machinery from nil of these
factories, or In the very few cases
where actual theft was not possible or
profitable, they destroyed the machinery. The people of Lille told me that
this theft of machinery had been carried to such lengths that the Huns
even Invaded the homes of the people
and took from them their sewing machines.
German Fathers of Their Babes.
The Germnn army looted this beau0
tiful French city of more than
population. It stole not alone the
machinery from Its factories nnd Its
French
homes, but even its people.
mothers told me of how 8,000 young
yeurs of age and
girls of twenty-twunder had been carried away at one
200,-00-

o

girl with German babies. Money will
not pay for these things, but money
nd work can In some small degree
pay for the wrecked factories and ruined business of the city of Lille, and
through the payment of this money
and labor the people of Germany will
learn that might Is not right, and that
war for the purpose of gratifying a
selfish ambition is not profitable.
Why Lille Was Not Destroyed.
The Germon retreat from Lille came
near the close of the war when the
Germans knew they were beaten and
they would have to pay, and for that
reason the city Itself was not destroyed. But the fact that it was not
destroyed Is but another evidence of
German selfishness rather than of virtue.
There are hundreds of cities and
towns that have been destroyed after
being looted ns Lille was looted ; hundreds of towns where even the material of which they were built has been
carried away that It might be used tn
the construction of fortifications behind which the Germnn army might
defend Itself nnd Its
gains.
For all of these Germany should pay
now, and for generations to come.
No sympathetic pardon board should
sit on Germany's case. No sentimentalist should have a voice In deciding
her punishment. There Is no more,
If as much, reason for leniency In fixing the punishment of Germany than
there would be for leniency In fixing the
punishment of the ruthless slayer of
your son or your daughter. Germany
must pay all that the present and future generations can pay, and she will
even then have expiated her crime only
In a small degree.
Any Demand Not Too Great.
I am sure I know the desire of the
American people for fair play in all
things, including the settlement with
Germany. They would not wish to do
the German people on Injustice In the
demand for reparation. As I rode mile
after mile over the devastated fields
of Belgium and northern France, as I
passed through town after town that
had been destroyed because of a mud
craze for loot and world domination,
I felt that could the American people
but see the things I was seeing, they
would feel, as I felt, that any demand
that might be made could not be
Could they have seen the ruins
of the beautiful cities of Tpres,
La Bassee, Peronne, St.
Quentln, Noyon, Lens and many hundreds of others, they, too, would
say with one voice: "Germany must
pay."
The boche will appeal, and In fact
Is appealing, for the sympathy of the
r.
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LESSON FOR JANUARY
ISRAEL CROSSING

time. They told me of another 'time
when more than 10,000 boys of from
fourteen to twenty years of age had
been curried away to Germany. When
I was In Lille on October 22 it had
very few Inhabitants except old people or very young children. Among
the few exceptions were girls of from
seventeen to twenty years of age nursing babies, which they told me were
the offspring of German fathers, and
the pathos of the situation of those
young girls is something I shall never
forget.
And this condition at Lille Is the result of German ambition for world
domination, an nmbltlon fostered
among the German people through
years of training, the ambition of a
people whose boost has been that
"might makes right."
I am sorry to say I have heard people attempt to excuse this looting of
Lille on the ground that It could be
shown to be a war measure the need
of Germany for this machinery nnd
for the labor of the people deported
to Germnny. But these people cannot
find any reasonable excuse for the war
Itself, a war that was started only for
the selfish purpose of a selfish peo'
ple.
Shnll Germany not pay for this con- ditlon at Lille? Shall she not pay for
the machinery that was carted away
or destroyed, for the people that were
deported? Shall she not pay for the
years of Idleness of these fnctories,
for the years of Idleness of the
denied the opportunity of profitable employment? Shnll she not pay
for the markets that have been deand which It will take years
' stroyed
If It can ever be done?
to
No, Germany will never b able to
pay for all of It She will never be
able to pay. and no sum of money
could pay for the anguish of those
mother who were forced to stand
aside and watch "their sons and daughter carried away Into virtual slavery.
She will never 'be able to pay 'or the
anguish, the wrecked lives, of those

.'

Eye Show Character.
with
Eye without color, prominent,
'
very small pupil, show a cold, mercenary nature, a narrow and Superficial mind. Blue eye tend toward a,
nature Inclined to be in the clouds on
day and in the depths the next, while
gray eje Indicate calm, cool calcula; If with large
tion and
Intel-- "
pil, keen sensibilities and fine
lect. Brown eyes, on the other hand,
express sanguine temper; when the
rim of the lower ytedda are red, they
show much of uncontrolled temper.
self-contr-

world, but the boche Is entitled

to

just the snme degree of sympathy that
the world accords to any other crim-

inal. We feed and clothe the criminal that he may live to expiate his
crime, and we will feed and clothe the
Germnn people that they may live to
expiate their crime, nnd that after
they have done that they may again
be entitled to the place In the world's
civilization that only those who ore
cleansed may occupy. Germany Is entitled to nothing more than this, and
this is fair play.
BRITISH
Steam-Heatin-

g

HONDURAS HOT SPOT

Plants and Heavy
Never in Demand In
That Part of the Earth.

Overcoat

British Honduras keeps its Christmas in the shade. From Its position,
pretty near to the equator, and wedged
in between Yucatan and Guatemala, It
it is always hot in that country, and
so when It Is midwinter
especial
witn us. it is a mnn oi cosiiy wooos,
innumerable semlvnrleties of them, and
of lovely flowers. It is one of the native homes of hummingbirds and gorgeous butterflies. In fact, nature is
rather more gaudy than neat in that
part of the world. English people
settled there from Jamaica as long
ago as in 1657, but it was not until
over a, century later that treaty arrangements with Spain made their position secure as still lnHhbitants of the
British empire. A good deal of the
country Is marshland but the Cocks;
comb mountains which run Into Hon
duras from Guatemala are in places
2,000 feet high, and wherever really
dry land Is found the ground is won
Mahogany grows
derfully fertile.
there to perfection; so does the log
wood used for dyeing, also bananas,
plantains and coconuts. The capital,
Belize, Is the chief port of entry, and
the center of the rubber industry,
which depends upon regularly tended
plantations.

THE RED SEA.

LESSON TRXT Exodus 14:111:21.
GOLDEN T'SXT Thus the Lord saved
the Israelites that day out of the hands
of the Egyptians. Exodus li:2Q.
ADDITIONAL, MATERIAL DeuteronPsalms 78:1-1omy 4:K2-4l(Ki:M;
11:27,

The tenth stroke from the strong
band of the Almighty Hindu riinruoh
willing tb let Israel go. The tenth turn
of the srew of omnipotence brought
him to time. The Israelites gn out on
their wuy to the promised land with a
high hand. Through the land of the
Philistines the journey would have
been comparatively short ; but God commanded them to turn from that wuy
lust going through the land of the
Phflistiues they see war and desire to
turn back to Egypt. The Lord hud respect for their needs. "He knoweth
our frame, he renieinbreth that we are
dust." (l'sulnis 103:14). He suits our
trials to our ability to meet them. The
way of the wilderness wus a longer
route, but it had many vuluuble lessons for them, liy this way they escaped the experience of war, but
learned the crokeduosB and perverse-nes- s
of their own heurts (Deuteronomy
8:2).
The Lord went before them In a
pillar of cloud by day and a pillur of
fire by night, lie not only thus indicated unto them the right path, but
walked with them In It. God does not
deliver and then leave us ulone, but
becomes our companion. At the Lord's
direction they turned from their first
course and were made to face a seeming dilliculty. The Hed sea wus before
them, and mountains on either side.
The stricken Egyptians had recovered
from their sorrow and novV saw the
Ich
Israelites Jn n situation from
they could not extricate themselves.
They Interpreted this to mean thut
Moses was unable to lead them out of
their dilliculty;' therefore, they went
in pursuit, hoping yet to prevent them
from going out of the country.
I. The Miraculous Escape of the
Israelites (14:13-22)- .
They were In a straitened condition
but had no reason to feur, for the
Lord had led them there. It is safe
to be where the Lord leuds, though
every uvenuu Is closed against us.
There seems to be a
object In
leading them Into this peculiar place:
to strengthen the fuith of the people
and to luy a snare for the overthrow
of the Egyptians. The people, ns usual,
displayed their unbelief and even censured Moses for leading them out of
Egypt. Moses replied to their murmurs by saying, "Fear ye not, stand
still and see the salvation of the
Lord." Standing, still In such a trial
Is faith taking hold on God's promises. This is hard for the natural
man to do. Before the sulvutiuu of
the Lord can ever be seen or experienced we must come thus to him,
While reposing our confidence in the
Lord, there comes u time when we
must make our fulth active. God suld,
"Wherefore eriost thou unto mej
Speak unto the children of Israel that
Iluving hud Ids
they go forward."
definite promise, to have prayed long
er would have been unbelief. The thing
to be done then was to step out
upon his eternal promise. The lifting
up of the rod simply served as some
thing tangible upon which their faith
could net. They were to go forward
step at u time, without raising any
question as to the outcome; for from
the same source from which came the
command, came the power to obey,
'The presence of the Lord was adapted
to their needs us they went forward.
The form of his presence und help is
determined by his people's needs. The
cloud then pnssed to the rear and held
the enemy ut bay. The presence of
God had a double effect ; darkness nnd
confusion to the enemy nnd light and
guidance to his people. The urk In the
Philistines' country brought death and
destruction, while in the house of
it brought peuce und prosperity. The gospel of Christ Is a saver
of life unto life and death unto death,
As they went forwurd the very thing
whlcli seemed their destruction
u wall of protection on either
side.
II. The Overthrow of the Egyptian

Dont Be a Dry Pump.
Some men give so little you are
every time you ask them to con
tribute. They give so that their gold
and silver shoot you like a bullet. Oth
er persons give with such beauty, you
remember it a long as you live. There
e
that give as springs do,
whether you go to them or not, they
are always1 fun, and your part Is mere
Iy to put your .dish under the ever
flowing stream. Others give as a
pump does, where the will 4. dry and
the pump leaks.
an-Er- r

are'-swn-

Obed-edo-
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Having seen the Israelites go across
I'haruoh und his hosts mad'
ly
pursued them. They insanely
thought thut they In their unbelief
could follow in the wake of God's chil
dren. The very things which are a
null and defense to the faithful be
come a snare and a means of destruc
tion to the enemies of God's peoplt.
The Lord looked forth from the cloud
and wrought confusion among the
Egyptians. ' There is a duy coming
when a look from the Almighty will
cause a much greater consternation
among the wicked (Revelation 6:16,
He not only looked
17; 20:11-13upon them but took off their chariot
wheels, which caused them to realize
that God was fighting against them.
He then directed Moses to stretch
forth his rod and bring destruction
upon the Egyptians. So complete was
the overthrow that it is said that not
one escaped. This Is but a type of the
utter overthrow of the ungodly in the
future.
III. The Song of Triumph (15:1-21Standing on the other shore of the
Red sea, they could fittingly sing the
song of triumph, because of the miraculous deliverance and the overwhelming defeat. Every one who has been
saved .from the bondage of sin and
death should sing praise unto Jehovah for his mighty deliverance. They
attributed all to God. All self was left
out In a glad coming day, a similar
but larger, company will sing the same
song with an addition, namely, "of
(Revelations 15 J3J
the Iamb.
dry-sho-

).
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A CAKE WITH A CUP OF TEA.

utes, then pour over the beaten egg
and cook over water five minutes. Stir
In the lemon Juice and when the mixture I partly cool, pour into a baked
pustry shell and bake.

Small cake of various kinds may
be made now which will last all win
ter nnd moke a
cup of tea a real
Joy If accompanied with a dnlnty
cuke or cooky.

These are the gifts I ask
Of thee, spirit serene;
Strength for the dally task,
Courage to face the road,
Good cheer to help me bear the traveler's load.
And for the hours that come between,
An Inward Joy In all things heard and
seen.
Henry Van Dyke.

Autumn to winter, winter Into spring.
Spring Into summer, summer into (ail--So
rolls the changing year, and so we
change.

26

two-fol- d

British Official Photograph of an Elaborate Mas of Machinery In a Lille
Linen Mill That.Wa Completely Wrecked by the Germans.

Wraps That Are Distinctive

Cinnamon Star.
CHOICE DISHES.
Take one pound
of unblnnched alare
monds, chopped In hotels where beef tenderloinsroast
fine, one pound of powdered sugar, cut Into steuks or trimmed for
ing, the ends nnd trimwhites of seven eggs, one tenspoonful
mings are used for Salisof cinnamon.
Beat the egg whites
bury steuk. In the home
stilt and dry, fold In the cinnamon.
such meat Is too expenof the mixture nnd
Take out
sive to buy for chopping,
Into the rest fold the nlmonds. Spread
so the tenderer portions
powdered sugar on a board nnd form
of the round are used.
the mixture Into a sheet a fourtn oi
The meat Is put through
an Inch thick. Cut In stars, cover witn
or
finest cutter
the
Icing, set aside and bake In a very
Blow oven.
scraped, carefully, first
on one side then on the
Sand Tart. Take one cupful of
ench pound of prepnred
For
other.
of
cupfuls
butter, one and
take
pound of beef
sugnr, three eggs, yolks and whites meat,
and mix
beaten separately, one tnblespoonful of marrow; crush the marrow
It evenly through the meat, then for
wnter, half a teaspoonful or halting
ench pound of the prepared meat mix
powder and flour to roll. Roll very In
f
cupful of
very gradually
thin, cut in shapes and sprinkle with
Into shape, but not
sugar and cinnamon. Buke In a mod- cold water. Press
too compactly.
Keep the edge as
erate oven.
thick as the center so that they will
15 minfour
Bent
eggs
Peppernute.
add one cook evenly. Broil over coals or In a
utes with a Dover
bent gas range, or pan broil in n very hot
and
of
sugnr
powdered
pound
cook on one
another 15 minutes. Add the grated frying pan. Let the meat
side till a drop of meat julco appears
rind nnd Juice of one lemon, ono
on the top, then turn at onco to cook
of powdered cinnamon,
on the other side. Serve with broiled
a teaspoonful of cloves,
a grated nutmeg and one cupful of bacon and French fried potatoes.
teasjioon-ful- s
Mexican Ham. Take a slice of ham
flour with one nnd
Add flour to 2
inches thick ; rub Into It one small
of baking powder.
roll nnd cut with very small cutters, teaspoonful of mustard nnd n
of brown sugar. Lay the ham
bake on buttered tins In a moderate
n bottom of n casserole. Pare and
oven.
slice sutllclent potatoes for the family
Nut Cake. Take ono cupful of
2 or 3 Inches.
chopped fine, one cupful of and cover to the depth of
unsugnr, one cupful of flour, two eggs. Dot with bits of butter substitute
Flavor with lemon or rose and form less the hum has a thick edge of fnt.
Into small balls the size of a walnut, Sprinkle with pepper nnd cover with
milk, much like escalloped potatoes.
and bake.
Set In the oven and bake for two hours.
Sprlngerlle. Beat four eggs as stilt
Spanish Steak. Take n slice of
ns possible (15 minutes Is about long
steak 2 inches thick. Grease a
enough), add a pound of powdered round
and place steak In the
sugnr and beat again 15 minutes. Add pan or casserole
to the
flour to which a tenspoonful of baking bottom of the dish. Slice onions thinly-slicean Inch nnd finish with
powder has been sifted nnd roll out. depth of
potatoes 2 or 3 inches deep. Dot
PInce the sprlngerlle bonrd face down
and press with a weight to print the with sweet fat ; sprinkle with salt nnd
cover with milk. Bake In
figures well Into the dough. With a pepper and oven two
hours. Tomatoes
shnrp knife cut the enkes npnrt und a modernte
let them stand over night. In the may be used for variety In place of the
favored for
morning sprinkle with aniseed and milk. These dishes are
bake in a moderate oven. Do not add the busy day, as the vegetables and
ment are all cooked together and ready
too much flour.
Icicle. Roll rich pastry very thin, to serve.
spread with butter ond sprinkle with
These are the thlnss I prise
clnnnmon nnd sugar. Hull up very
And hoM of dearest worth:
In
Icicle
Bake
cut
nnd
lengths.
tightly
I.lKht of the sapphire skies, ,
nnd then roll In powdered sugar before
Pence of the silent hills,
Shelter of w.iods and comfort of the
serving.
gniKB.
Music- of birds, murmur of little rills,
During the years within which we
nf clouds that swiftly pass,
Shadow
live, life will never be aealn as leiAnd nfter showers the smell of (lowone-thir- d
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The very next thing, that every one
as the noise of
thought about, as sown
'
the peace Jubilee died down, was
something new to wear. There was
un Immediate reaction In tin? matter
of dress, from the economizing that
the war Inspired, from the rather sedate colors nnd plain styles from doing without to Just the other things.
Dressmakers are overwhelmed with
work nnd all women with one accord
want some new and pretty clothes.
This Is the most natural feeling in
the world since clothes are our universal menns of expression and we
must dress up to the Joynusness of
having our victorious soldiers home
agnin.
Wraps and conts of cloth or fur, or
both combined, have been made in n
great variety of styles this season.
e
Originality In design has been a
of the styles so that a newcomer among them must be of superior quality and very unusual design to meet the high standards already, set. Here's a new wrap, a
unique combination of coat and cape
that Invites comparisons. It appears
to be of a heavy jersey cloth but one
can visualize It In other soft coatings
as velours or pompon cloth. It Is
a sleeveless short coat hanging strait
from the shoulders. It Is turned up
about the bottom und forms two deep
fen-tur-

pockets at the front fastened

with

bone buttons and buttonholes. There
Is a narrow belt of tne material across

the front of the coat with n button
at each end. Only ono button appears to fasten the front, but its responsibilities are lightened by the
nature of the cloth which has a way
of clinging together. Possibly a few
little snap fasteuers help out
The coat makes n support for a
capo much longer, that covers the
arms und is beautifully joined to the
underwrap nt the sides. A narrow
collar of the same material supports
a turnover collar of velvet in n dark
shade. The hat worn with this cap
It
Is wonderfully well suited to it.
Is a tarn but contrives to be dignified
and Its decoration of daisies makes if
youthful.
Natural Nutria.
Natural nutria Is much used on
childish costumes this season. It Is a
pretty fur, something like natural,
heaver, but not nearly as expensive. It
Is made up Into fetching little crnvats,
collars and caps with round childish
muffs to mutch, of course. A muff 19
just the Indispensable completing
touch to any wee mold's winter
Little cups In the rakish fore
and aft shape of the overseas army
service cap are made of nutria nnd are
matched by collars und muffs.
cos-tum-e.

-

as it lias been.
surely and care-fre- e
The magnitude and importance of the
of the
problems of reconstruction
world's torn mentnl and material fabric are too (treat for genial toleration In the future, as In the past, of
the mental shirk or (he spendthrift of
time, and there will be no such toleration. President Hopkins.

WHOLESOME FOOD.
Since our education by war's necessity, we are accustomed to the use
of various substitutes,
and we will continue to
use them In some measure, for they have proven
to he satisfactory foods.
Rolled Oats Bread.
Take one nnd a half
cupfuls of honey. Pour
over two cupfuls of boil
ing water and let stand until luke
warm. Then add one cake of softened
yeast and Ave cupfuls of flour. Knead
warm place and let
slightly, set ln-rise for two hours. Knend thoroughly,
form into loaves (this will make two)
and put into pans to rise. Cover well
and bake 50 minutes, when It Is light.
s
of a
Oats Muffins. Take
f
cupful of rolled onts, one nnd
cupfuls of flour, one cupful of scalded
milk, one egg, four tenspoonfuls of baking powder, two tnblespoonfuls of meltf
ed fnt,
teaspoonful of salt nnd
three tnblespoonfuls of sugar. Turn
the scolded milk over the on I men I nnd
let stand ten 'minutes, then add the
other Ingredients with the flour sifted
with the baking powder. Buke In buttered gem pans.
r
Salad. Take a cupful of
poultry bits, picked from the bones,
add
cupful of celery cut fine
and
cupful of mayonnaise
dressing. A few olives, beets or
pickles will improve the salad. If the
meat is coarsely chopped and mixed
with the dressing and seasonings It
mny be molded In enps and chilled.
After two or three hours unmold and
serve on lettuce..
Honey Lemon Pie. Take
cupful of honey, three tnblespoonfuls
of cornstarch, one egg, the grated rind
of a lemon, one and
of
cupfuls of scalded milk, one
teaspoonful of fat and two tnblespoonCombine the
fuls of lemon juice.
liquid, honey, lemon rind and fnt. Let
boll end thicken with cornstarch
which has been mixed with a little cold
milk. Cook over the Ore for 15 mln-n
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Division Easily Adjusted.
"Henry, take a stick of candy and
break it In two and give Ralph half
of It," said Henry's father. Henry
broke It carefully, but as it hnppened,
not in the middle. He said to his father
after he had set both pieces on end ona
. tohio and found that one was
half Inch longer than the other: Til
Just bite this one off here ana tnen we
will both have exactly half." He did
It without a smile, handing little
brother his portion, which little brother was glad enough to get.

ers
And of the pood brown earth,
And best of nil, along the way friendship and mirth.
Henry Van Dyke.

DAILY

FOOD

FOR

THE FAMILY.

Those who have tnsled the
suet pudding will enjoy this one
for It Is without eggs.
Baked Indian Pudding.
Scald ono quart of
milk In n double boiler.
Mix half a cupful of Indian meal with n teaspoonful of salt nnd one
cupful of cold milk, nnd
stir Into the hot milk;
continue to stir until the mixture thickens; cover and let cook ten minutes;
add ope cupful of molasses, half a cupful of finely chopped suet, half a teaspoonful of ginger, one tenspoonful of
clnnnmon, nnd one cupful of cold milk;
mix nnd turn Into the linking dish. Let
buke In a slow oven half an hour; odd
two cupfuls of milk, stirring It well, after half an hour a third time stir In
two cupfuls of milk, then let bake undisturbed three hours longer. Serve
hot with n hard sauce. Raisins mny
be added which will Improve the flavor.
s
Peanut Butter Cookies. Take
of n cupful of peanut butter
f
of sugar, one egg.
one
f
cupful of pnstry flour und
f
cupful of hurley flour;
teaspoonful of salt, two tnblespoonfuls
of milk and two teaspoonfuls of hnk-inpowder sifted with the flour. Roll
and bake as usual.
Japanese Suey Dressing for Sundae.
Take two ounces ench of dates, figs,
raisins, pecans and nlmonds,
of a cupful of maple sirup, and
one cupful of mnrshmallow pnste.
Chop ench article separately, very fine ;
blanch the nlmonds before chopping,
then mix all the Ingredients together
and let stand overnight to ripen.
Cream of Asparagus Soup. Take
cupful of cooked asparagus,
cupful of the liquor from the
can of vegetable If freshly cooked, one
nnd
cnpfuls of milk heated and
thickened with two level tnblespoonfuls of rice flour. Salt to taste and
add a small piece of butter when ready
to serve.
three-fourth-
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Great Bore.
He was a great bore and was talking
to a crowd about the coming election.
Said he: "Jones is a man; he Is capable, honest, fearless and conscientious. He once saved my life from
drowning."
"Do you really want to see Jones
elected?" asked a solemn-faceold
mnn.
TS
do anything to
"I do. Indeed.
see him elected."
"Then never let anybody know ha
saved your life." Hartford CouraaL
d

In nn official announcement Issued
to the 3,854 chapters nnd 22,000,000
members, Mr. Davison says:
"We must labor In
with
the National Bed Cross and relief societies of other nations to the end

that not alone the heart of America,

ers who remained on duty were main
ly those wflh American troops.
From supplies stored in France have
been diverted mnny things urgently
needed by the Hed Cross commissions
for the Balkans, Serbia and Greece,
s
Relief work by Americans in
continued to be vltnl nfter
the armistice.
Hospitals have been'
equipped, food and clothing provided,
agricultural training schools established and medical attention supplied"
to scattered communities which war'
had left In utter destitution. A special appeal on behalf of tubercular
Serbian refugees In Frunce met Instant response.
An additional $000,000 was contributed to the American committee for
Armenian nnd Syrian relief for the
months of November and December.
The half of the story of sufferings
among subject races of the Turkish
empire has not been told, nor n fracPrevition of the misery alleviated.
ous Red Cross gifts to the committee had totaled $3,000,000. Towanl
the end of the year It was estimated
that destitute persons In western Asiil
numbered nearly 4,000,000.
In Palestine a serious food shortage has been averted, employment
found for Impoverished natives in the?
larger cities, nnd refuges opened for
the homeless wanderers left In tho
path of war. The Red Cross commission for Siberia continues Its emergency work pending nn internntlonal
solution of the Russian problem. The
needs are limitless. Nobody can telf
when or how they will he met In full
those-countrie-

but the heart of all mankind, may become mobilized on behalf of suffering
humanity.
"Willie, therefore, the plans of the
American Red Cross in this direction
cannot be formulated specifically in
advance of the general relief program
of the allied governments, the American Bed Cross is nevertheless planning
to develop Its permanent organization
In this country upon n scale never before contemplated In time of peace.
"Study Is being given by the national organization, not nlone to problems of International relief, but to
plans In this country for enlarged
home service, the promotion of public
health education, development of nursing, the care nnd prevention of accidents and other correlated lines which
may contribute to the health ond happiness of men, women nnd children.
"For the completion of Its war
work nnd for the Institution of Its
peace program, the Red Cross Is fortunately In n healthy finnncltil condition. What the American Red Cross
needs now is not so much contributions of money, as the continued devotion and loyalty of Its members."
In the last sentence was the keynote of the Red Cross Christmas Roll
an appeal for continued support
Call
through membership rather than a call
for funds.
The end of the fighting found
about 7,000 Red Cross men nnd women Id France, where, of course, there
was an immediate decrease of personFur Coatee.
nel when the French government asThere are numerous cape modoi
sumed charge of the
campaign, the feeding nnd clothing of entirely made of fur, nnd the long fuf
refugees, and other relief affecting the cape is certainly a luxurious affair.
French people. The American work- - It usually has a large shawl collar.

silks In very fine
Aft el
the whole thing is finished, the ennvot
threads are pulled nnd the bag mountpear to be one of the lovely nllover
beaded affairs Is a matter of em- ed on one of the new metal or bom)
broidery only. One of the canvas pat- frames.
terns that are sold for the beadwork
Smart Shoes.
Is evidently the foundation for such a
For wear with ' smart afternoo
bag., It is bated upon a stout linen
s
dresses there is a new pump on long
or sateen and over It
and running stitches follow the color graceful lines with a high French heel
and design as closely as possible. The nnd finished at the front by a col
background Is filled In with running steel buckle. These pumps come If
chenille. blnck, bronze, suede and in velvet sot
etitches of a neutral-toneThe design Is worked out in colored satin.
Instead of Beads.

A bag

that at first glance would

cross-stitche-

d

cross-stitche-

ap-

superfluous and can never express the
During
deep sympathy of frends.
these trials, it is our fa'th and hope
IN
of reuniting hereafter that has been
the means of comforting; many a sad
heart, when the cold hand of death
has snatched from its fond embrace,
tlmse nearest and dearest.
X
J..
Mesrs. Rising and Roberts had
of the funeral.
Captain W. M Gillcnwatrr former charge
chairman of the Republican state ANDREWS DIES T
CRISBD
cpntral committee was in the capital
AFTER ATTACK OF 'FLU'
this week.
M
X.
W.
Mrs. B F. Pankey left Sunday for
Thursday from
Kansas City in response to a tele- If. Andrews died
fnllowin't
coiniilicniotis
gram announcing the serious illness
lie had been sick for
of her daughter Mrs Holder, of tint
about f;ve weeks and up lint I a
city. Unless favorable news is reb 'eved to be on the
ceived Lieutenant Governor Pankev week toago was
rcoverv. He wn- - here de- at wav
w'll Jon his wife and daimhli-fi'tl en-- t
vcbtfin:' aii
an early date.
The body
CVM.
of
bung he!'
.,
d:
here
rcardimj
Harry Powtnan has ret in1 "I from r,..
d
He w
I'neblo. Colorado.
h rn a
w
lliere scvrrr.l davs a n, or
"
ot the serio"s illness o: !i;
He '
v
Mrs. N Wed of ()cat
'
recovering f if tn a
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of !.
piieumotii.t.
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ierr:o
it
Y and v cc
sources of Sant-J From
'o "lit h" u'a NTew
under the direction of St ate
in roll"
'...i,-',i,.',.i
ginccr lames A. French. md baDitrimr the toiii lie was ui cfin,rress
cn- returned to private practice
for thhe worked indefai'-'aldgineering in Santa Fe.
lerest. of the then territory of Vrw
a laref num'.er
!e see-rColbert C. Root a former news-- !
of tinrooria t.'on for th" s'ate mi tile
ami
now
here,
secrciarv
paperman
r
of the commercial club at Fas VeiMs,; v ;ir of nostot'i", i's e'e He w a st,
mental in "et'iti" a fe'le .ll
is filliiiK in on the staff of the Sama; lv
dc- f tVUm toward
Fe New Mexican durimr 'he absenof 'he in tea'i ,n
the i'si,en-ece for two weeks of Mr. Hrian IJorn
'hnfr'ernne
" i,:(l, met ti
Dunne, who is taking a vacation in in ,.,rrr-s'W Ntr An'lre'vs- fi'ianeed and
N'ew Vork.
built what is now the New Mevieo
t
v and
was ji s
' I
Cieorge M. N'eal. enir'neer mi charge1 t ent ral railw was
one o'f 'I'C li'on- ri sident.
of the drainage survey of the cenin the Pecos
tral Rio Cramle vallev is in the of-- , eers in oil de c'onrnetit
rendered vat, 'aide service in
fives of Stale F. trineer Irnues A.1
French having dosed Ins Allmouer-u- the wav of encouraging farm'na in,
headuuarters al the conclusion the Fstaneia valle", where he
of the field work, and is summari.- - lai"e interests.
He is survived hv h's willow, son:
inc; his report.
anil married daughter living al Titus- Clive Fdwards who has been in v'lle. Pa.
the navv s'nee the verv be":ntijng
PAY"? FOR
ff the war is home for a rounlc of PUP"E
OF SENATORW. H. ANDREWS
weeks furlough.
Clive crossed the
Atlantic four times on the I eviathan
William H. Andrews former con- after wlvrh he was stationed in
and,
Filmland for some time and made gressman from New Mexico
in build- wi ll known for h:s activi'i'-many local voyages.
,
ing railways and nronioiing inc re-Deputy V S. Marshal Wilbam sources n N'ew Mevico, ,'ho came
f. 'to his death from heart failure in
Rose, and Wiley Parsons and
Zinn clerks of the federal d'str'ct 'Carlsbad recently, while working on
court have returned from .Ml,t'tt"er-qu- ian oil development project, was found
where the district rimr' iv in to be without resources, and a teleIt Ins been decided to hold gram from that citv to the lei'b
session
all fur'her sittings of the court in
in Santa Fe was answered bv
rai
Santa Fe until nevt winter.
them last Th'irs.t-- " ,v
ipg a nurse of $HK) to defray funar.il
ALICE F. FRNFST
exjienses.
A .'
A ... .J A A A A A
. .'. . A sj. 4. ..
Al'cc F. Farnest, 7o vears oh'
af'ereoon a
away
'
flcr ;i lior'
"

he pupils attending a New Mexico school, like other patriotic little c'tizens wishing to do their part
dnr'iig the war, collected tin foil for
the Red Cross, Joseph a particularly
energetic chap was one of the most
jealous collectors, but as the suptdv
of tin fo'l grew less aur less his
collections decreased. With the beginning of the influenza epidemic
As they
his collert'nns increased.
continued to 'ncrea e his teacher beFinally she asked
gan to wonder.
him how he not so much more than
children.
of
the
other
an"
"VVhv. that's a secr"t," he told her
"Rut I'll tell von The kids are all
afrnid of 'ft"" iTms and told them
lie fod was fid' of germs and
;i t.
now thev won't tool it up any ninr"
I
So
just get it n'l."
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Fugenio Romero, of Mora, arrived
here Tuesday after a strpttnous trio
in b's home
ow'tlg to bad
ronnty and San Mi""el. Tie will attend a few sessions of the le,':s'at,tpe
and note bow the minority fplemo-r-ats- )
are linin" tTn for l,u,iness in
hoth houses.
Senor Romero is a
stand pat Democrat
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Vaudeville And Son Review
Mrs. Ada I'ierce Winn of Silvet
'ty. will particulate in the St. Johns!
FpiscopaT chnreh choir "vaudeville
and song review." w h'ch is to be
held at the Crystal theater, at Al-- i
bnnueroue, January 29 for the bene-fit of the church, which was burn-- .
a few weeks age). George deake,
formerly of the New York Metro- politan Opera company, received the
fo'lowing telcram from Mrs. ,'inn;
"Will be in Albuquerque for church
benefit per.formance.
Delighted to
j
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Sewinrj man oren every d ay
from 1 to 5 p. m
Home Servic- - Se"irn :n roam
rmm. Open every
ad:nining
afternoon from 2 to 4.
Entrance to Home Service
Section i through Big Gate on
Lincoln Ave.
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Ver ventilated underclothes
Ain't what they're said to be;
Ner heelless socks, ner thumbless
gloves.
O Geet I wisht I wuz a refugee!
ANNA I.. POWLF.SS

YARD

PHONE

Prhtf
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ivs who
a. hers r
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.h,
press
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it as bet
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i'v-il- ie

re-- j
one of
life tint he had not
r,r
r.
Buneb
h'opglit 'Ihe bovs" home wi'h him
,
that Yet. as the colonel pointed out and
to i"fo'
Oro1111
as
froin
t'eie
comes
everyone realised, the bovs wpf"
"ramie in t'ero eo"'itv ha alp oiit a all well and still doing a great work.
as' conl.l
Two hundred people were seated
patriotic a bunidi of ladi.-b- and
the in the attractively decorated ban- found in the leiu'th
land. It nasml,.( h all. One of the pleasing feat-- j
of th" eutu-been said that their li'tle bunch of nres of the evening was the f;ne
women who are dourr sewing for and anprnprate music furnished bv
the refugee garment canuiaicn can the Fletcher orchestra previous to
do more than aH of the women ofthe speakinp and during the repast.
some tonus forty times tne size 01
The Santa re Womam Club
Orograndc
Held an ripen meeting at the LiR. C. Cirls Entertain
brary hall Tuesday afternoon. Mrs.
and
Alice Corbin Henderson
made an
Misses Fav Cain, Anna Mae
Mvr'le Sh'dton and Margie Lewis. interesting talk, using as her theme
Cuervo"
of
Indian
"The Red Cross Cirls
Poetry" Another pleasing
a large crowd at a party feature on the program was a solo
Mrs.
and
of
Mr.
Miss
bv
Clar'bel Fisher.
Several
home
the
given at
1 pe
Anderson. Saturday niirbt. the visitors were present.
11th inst. At a late hour refreshand cake were
ments of
F.verv one who attended,
served.
reported to ha"ing had a very nice
time Cuervo Clipper.
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Splendid Knitting Record
Mrs. Flva Stevens of Missouri Wo-- k Shimted to Denver
Valley, Iowa, who has spent the last
Mrs. !.. F.. Frv1 I, shinning super-eight months in Sampson, New Mex- visor of the Inc
Ped Cro, at
ico has quite a record In knitting
last week shinned out the
She has spent l.VW hours kn'tting
articles: Hoy 72170 "air
Red Cross garments besides doing a following
socks 44 sweaters
piir wris'te'.-bogreat deal of individual knitting.
sliirts. 200 girl's
7.V 00 bo'-'bov's underdresses: bosThe Raton Chapter
box 7512.' gauze bandages.
shirts:
receiver!
an allotment for
Has just
400
which the In Dona Ana
refugee garments,
County
members will make up and sh:p by
The enrhi'pda supuer and dance
the 1st of next month.
11th bv the;
given Satrrdav the Pica-hSchool'
teacher and pupils of
Ko. 2, for the benefit of the Red
i ross. lumen our io nc a icn sui-vent and concess, as everi-bod50 were cleartributed rheerfullv.
ed for the Red Cross.
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Every member w'll have a""pocket-fof pasteboards so that those who
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escape
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furnish the music.
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The peonle of Santa Fe and v'si-- I
tors in thp citv are invited to be
present ;,t 'he reeer,f'on to t,e "iven
Tuesday even'ng in honor of 1e
rrtprnherc pf hn fe"I ta t'tre
the
I,-

fnvernor

anrt

The rpeention
live man 'on.
wi'l be icsnefl.
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War the C"1V 'l"rl CQ
of T.as Vefrns put one
lar into the
at rach meet-use- d
a
"he- - at
towi tng. to he
for vario"s war
f
fon't iitI
who are
chart'tes. The c!"l- - was enalited to
t,,.en lirra""'.' contribute to V. M. C.
!,. h lie
V. V.
el- about
'd men havinr A., and other phases ofA.,war wortc.C
ff from wort;.
to lav
At the s'gninT of the armistiee the
club h''d eight drrlbrs in the treasbr't'l
FJrtt:-- n Pt-- v
ury, which was voted to the ChildThe Civ Fe'lerpt:. of Wnini't ren's Home society at
Alb'i(iuerq"e,
Ct"hi traee a ri-- l "V.t
which
cares for needy orphaned
Party" at the I itararv It) Pfl'firl yn children of the state.
'eek A deto4,f.
latter nart of
fi.l afternoon wris etaent hv the Inttee
Lucky Star Club
nliving Anet:rlU Pr'doe and Five
The Tvrone girl studen's of the
F"nttred. Others more socially
fifth and sixth grades
have orsnetit the timp rnprrMv chattinte ganized the Litckv Star Club, a Tter-ar- v
wi'h friends, while busilv engaged
soe'etv. which wi'l
t
w'th their needle veorl. T)iintv re- short program every otherpresent
Wednesfreshments were served A neat sum day morninff
the
boys' playwa s rei'Ved from this sncneso'fnl ground hour. during
Their colors are
event. The admission charged being ple and Bold. They hope, laterpur-ill
35 rents.
the spring, to be able to give a
series of open meetings to which
T- D?lnMe CluS
their
and pupils from other
Gve a dnrc at the l.ibrarv hall rooms parents
may be invited.
Saturday night. A I. Morrison's orchestra plaved (or the occasion,
The modest man will not narad
which is proof enoupih that the hop in his own excellence lest he should
was an en'ovable one.
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Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
More

POTATOES
In this way you will greatly assist in the
great wsr tasks of the United States Food Ad-

ministration.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

-

SPeculM
EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
.. Juit returned from Chicago ..
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
Improved Cataract Operation
PERFECT FITTING OF CLASSES
Santa Fa
LaufMin Block

ClilGKESTES SPILLS

POWER RATE
K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
200

400 K. W. 5c

BRAND

OlAMONO

"
rjnDTRS t
ft ?rar

lrifft

Goto metallic

per tf. W.
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Special

SOLD

PIl.l.s lor tvrnt fivQ
J!'1.3fcrt, Alwav. Reliable.
BY ALL DnUGGISTS

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY

MTIE

EDWARDS

All in excess of the above 4c per K. W.

UOXJ fli;t

U

Rates for Cooking.

The Sxmpion Red Cron
Tn
Union county is not a very
large chanter but since last June
has kivt 16 sweaters, repaired 29 pair
socks and knit 22 pairs and not a
piece came back for repair or
this

T!eside4

large num-

a

ber of other garments have made
a good record.

NOTICE OF LAND SALE.
tTtidcr and by virtue of an Order nf Court,
had and obtained in Cause No. 0075, in the
District Court of the First Judicial District of ihe State of New Mexico, sitting
in tind for the County 'of Santa Ke, on
December I4th. 1918. I as Administrator of
the Estate of Potty P. Smith, deceased,
will offer for sale and sell to the highest
bidder for cash, subject tn the approval
of the Court, at the front door of the Court
House, in the Citv of Santa Fe, State of
New Mexico, on Tuesday the IRth day of
the
February, WW, at the hour of 10 in desof said day, the following
forenopn
cribed real property, to.wit: the South
west quarter of Section one. Township
eleven. R.ancre seven. East, containing IfiO
j acres,
mare or less. .Said land is situate
, in
the County of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
and is located near Hyer Pnstofftce in said
,
county. Said sale is beinp made for the
purpose ,,f closing up the affairs of said
Estate.
PERRY

VORMF.NT.
Attorriev fur Plaintiff
Santa Fe, N. M.

.IAS

V.

I.. POLLY,

Administrator.

Administrator.

First Publication Taiwary
Last Publication February

24,
14,

low.

ATTORN

EYS-AT-L- A

W

,

OFFICE

Corner Palace & Washington Ave.
Santa Fe, New Monica.
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If ronvenlenca,
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smokespot with Prince Albert it hits
you so fair and square. It's a scuttle full of jimmy
pipe and cigarette makin's sunshine and as satisfv- ing as it is delightful every hour of the twenty-fouIt's never too late to hop into the Prince Albert pleasure-pastur- e!
For, P. A. is trigger-read- y
to give you more
tobacco fun than you ever had in your smokecareer.N
r!

That's because it has the quality.

Quick as you know Prince Albert you 11 write it down

WW

Thest tiny

MTU

&

help cutting loose joy'us
YOU can'teverv
timo vrai flnch tmur
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Charity Ball
The Woman's Hoard of Trade will
give its annual Char'tv Ball the 21st
of February.
The ladies in charge
of fhis nl'ilanthronic event are completing arrangements for a verv
'ffai'r, wh!ch in all probability, w!ll be held in the beautiful
banoWt hall in the Scottish Rite

1
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Mnnnet a Howard's Cafe Cathedral
Tt was an
in that citv last week.
Scents' Dane
eniovable end larirelv attended event. Gi'l
The Girl Srnit's will eive a dance
T.
R n;hrt nrsided as toast-reall- y
Dr.
In the Woman's Board of Trade limaster, pnd intmd"ed the viitori
on the evening of lanuarv 31.
brary
Ceverat
and sneakers
splend'd
The affair :s for the benefit of the
dresses were delivered,
foe
the Frenet, wa r ornhans.
fid
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Union nf the

byterian ' church will be hostesses at
a iollv Birthday Party" this even-- j
ing at the Manse g'ven in honor of
n
the pastor Kev. I. " Hamt.t.n
attractive program with many pleasing and amusing features w:ll be
presented bv local artists. Members
and associated members of the
church will be the guests.
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About one hnnnred a"d fif'v pert
sons were served at the
run
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The evening's
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Jolly "Birthday Pnrty"

Tt.e Prery of Life
Thev found him branding cattle in
the gloom.
And the halance yon are welcome to
nrrsume.
h
lilies of the valley, we
'Neath
to Hal'ev
m"st h?d goort-hv- e
For 'twn them that thev laid him
in the tomb.
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The Civic and Welfare Denartment
of the Santa Fe Woman's CT'b held
a short business session at the Library hall Tuesday afternoon Owing to war activities this is the f'rst
meeting held by this department,
wh'ch heretofore met the first TuesMrs W. K.
day of every month
Carroon was elected 'chairman of the
Mrs. Kate Hall resigndepartment.
ing. Mrs. Walter Danbttrg was apon
the membership commitpointed
tee to f'll the vacancy caused bv Mrs.
Grace Ormsbee leaving the city.

-

Mrs. W'nn is one of the verv few
accomplished and developed
musical nrofess:onals 'n the South- )0r)
M-W
and
her support in a maior nart!
C.
LpvkI
in the choir performance is, alone
At the nieetif' of the
f'ommittee last F"''''v night it was enough to insure its success. The
'
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And stricken land;
Their honor lives,
Their love endures.
Their tioble death
The right assuces.
For they .shall have their hearts' desire
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the fire,
the fVlds the'r eyes at last now see
Through clouds and mist the. hosts of "!eorv.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
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Scrubbed Mopped And Cooked
How American Women V. M. C
A. workers changed unattractive recreation areas established
by the
military authorities for American
soldiers on leave into popular play
grounds was told by Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Jr., who recently returned
from France after seventeen months'
service there in charge of the Y. M.
C. A. women of the leave areas.
"Every woman in the organizat'on
did everything that was necessary
to make the work go. We all scrubbed and mopped and cooked." said
Mrs. Roosevelt. "One time with one
other American woman I cooked
doughnuts from 9 a. m. untij 4 p. m.
on a day when cake and meat could
not be bought, so that 200. sailors
could have some'hingi unusual for
their day's leavej

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
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that P. A. did not bite your tongua or parch your throat
And, it never will ! For, our exclusive patented process
cuts out bite and parch. Try it for what ails your tongue!
Toppy rest bagt, tidy rest

tin, hanthom pound and half pond tin
that clever, practical pound cryttal glome humidor
with
eponge moutener top that heepm thm tobacco tn nsra perfect fiMMlirnni
humtdortand

R. J. Reynold Tobacco Company,

Winston-Sale-

m,

N.
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